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1.1 General information
The SIGNATRANS® ZM51 data
transmission and automation system,
which is located close to the process,
can be used for the local and remote
transmission and processing of
messages, measured values,
commands and counted values using
a small number of lines.
The SIGNATRANS® ZM51:
 avoids the use of complex parallel
wiring systems as a result of the
ZM51 field bus
 can transmit to the local area and to
remote areas, using the public
telephone network and in firedampendangered areas
 with its modular structure and fine
adjustment options can be adapted
to any task
 is compact, robust, inexpensive and
easy to use
 can be used for small to mediumscale process control (PLC)
 can be used on its own, in
combination with other units or as a
subsystem of larger supervisory
control or automation systems

Features
 Modular compact electronics using SMT technology
 Cost-effective solution for small quantities of data, even for the smallest data transmission stations
 Modular structure and fine adjustment options allow it to be adapted to fit any requirement (4 or 8 binary signals or 2
analogue signals per I/O module)
 All data transmission stations have the same basic structure:
CPU, modem, up to 8 I/O modules, power supply/DC converter and EMC filter
 Simple fast assembly by fitting to a 35mm mounting rail
 Small size allows it to be used in small housings or cabinets
 Screw/plug-in connectors for direct connection to displays, sensors and actuators
 Flat ribbon cable station bus
 Address configuration using DIP switches
 LEDs for I/O signals and module functions
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1.1 General information
A wide range of tasks can be covered
by combining different ZM51
modules:
 Process data transmission
 Process automation
 Climate data transmission
 Connecting computers in
accordance with BB22444
and DUST3964R
 Star coupler (field bus branching)
 Repeater (extending transmission
range)
The ZM51 modules are fixed to
mounting rails and connected to one
another using module connectors
(ZM51 station bus).

The ZM51 system has a BVS
92.C.1059X certificate of conformity
for explosion protection modes EEx ia
I and EEx ib I, and expert certification
for explosion protection mode
(Sch)e,s,i.

FHF
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The system is typically used for the
following purposes:
 Monitoring and automation of:
 gas, water and electricity
networks
 sewage treatment plants
 sewage disposal plants
 switching/distribution stations
 Troubleshooting and diagnostics
systems for monitoring level
crossing and signalling units
 Monitoring production and
transport systems
 Capturing and monitoring of
safety-related climate data
 Automation units for:
 conveyors, pit planers, armour,
bunkers, fans, loading points,
ventilation doors etc.
 Data transmission and
automation for:
 methane drainage
 water drainage
 rail signalling systems
1/3

1.1 General information
DC line drivers are used for local area
ZM51 field bus transmissions. For
wide area transmissions FSK modems
are used. Star couplers or repeater
stations are used for field bus
branches or extensions.
The Z51-ZM12 manages small to
medium-size programmable logic
controllers.
In situations where the transmission
protocol and module-based data
structures of the ZM51 are not
sufficient, Z51K-.... compact
automation units (see section 2.13)
are an ideal solution.
The Z51K-2112 and Z51K-2113
compact automation units can be
used to create powerful and compact
automation and telemetry stations.
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1.1 General information
Sample configuration

Computer

Supervisory
control
system

Z51K-2112/13

BB22444
ZM51coupler
station
ZM51-star
coupler
station
(induktive)

ZM51-station

above ground

non i
i

below ground

ZM51-star
coupler station
(active)
ZM51-station

ZM51repeater
station

Z51K-2112/13
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ZM51-station
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1.2 ZM51 station structure
The structure of a ZM51 station
depends on the purpose for which it is
being used, for example:
 process data transmission station
 process data automation station
 climate data transmission station
 repeater station
 star coupler station
 computer connection station
etc.

process data transmission system

process data

process data
automation station

process data

repeater
station

climate data
transmission station

climate data

star
coupler
station

computer
connection
station
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1.2 ZM51 station structure
The basic structure of process data
transmission stations is as follows:

Module connector
CPU+modem
ZM51 station bus
(flat ribbon cable)
35 mm mounting rails

I/O modules 2 to 8
(max. 8 I/O modules
per station)

I/O module 1

Z51-SM12 central module
or
Z51K-2112/2113 compact
automation unit
Z51-MD11/31/511 FSK modem

Z51-DM11
diagnostics module
(does not use
an I/O address)
Station power supply

HMA..S05
/ HMG..S2405 / FGW11E
HMA..S05/HMG..S2405/FGW11E

FF11 long-distance line EMC filter

FHF
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F10 power supply circuit EMC filter
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1.2 ZM51 station structure
The following ZM51 modules are available:
ZM51 module overview
Module

Intr. safty appr.
EEx ib ia I

Function

BVS
certification

Type

Part.-no.

Central module

Z51-ZM12

150 110 22

CPU with 32KB program memory
and 8KB data memory

yes

88.1061X

Compact
automation
units

Z51K-2112
Z51K-2113

150 800 55
150 800 56

Compact automation unit
Compact automation unit
with line fault protected input

yes

91.C.1180U

yes
yes
yes

88.1061X
94.C.1124U
89.B.1089U

8-fold optocoupler 12...24 V
8-fold optocoupler 5 V
8-fold line fault protected circuit with potentialfree changeover contacts with double diode or 3EG9
terminator
4-fold circuit with potential-free contacts
with serial diode
4-fold circuit with 2-wire interface
in accordance with NAMUR (initiators)

no
yes
yes

89.B.1089U
97.D.1061U

yes

88.1061X

yes

89.B.1089U

Remote transmission (2 wire) with 0.8 mm Cu/PE line
Trans. rate
Frequencies
Distance Stations
1200 bit/s
1.6 / 2.4 kHz
» 20 km
256
4800 bit/s
6.4 / 9.6 kHz
» 14.5 km
256
19200 bit/s
25.4/38.4 kHz
» 8 km
256

Z51-MD11
Z51-MD31
Z51-MD511

150 071 21
150 071 41
150 072 30

Z51-DE85
Z51-DE87
Z51-DE88

150 200 05
150 200 27
150 200 28

Z51-DE41

150 205 21

Z51-DE44

150 205 24

Z51-DA41
Z51-DA42
Z51-DA44
Z51-DA83
Z51-DA84
Z51-DA85
Z51-DA86

150 211 21
150 212 01
150 213 31
150 214 01
150 215 01
150 215 21
150 216 21

4-fold optocoupler max. 28 V DC / 0.2 A
4-fold relay changeover contact (bistable) 60 V/3 A
4-fold relay changeover contact max. 28 V DC/0.25 A
8-fold relay (no contact) 60 V / 3 A
8-fold optocoupler 60 V / 0.2 A
8-fold optocoupler 5 V / 0.2 A
8-fold optocoupler max. 28 V / 0.2 A

yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes

88.1061X

Z51-AE25
Z51-AE29
Z51-AE219
Z51-AE241
Z51-AE231

150 400 25
150 400 29
150 401 29
150 402 23
150 403 21

2-fold
2-fold
2-fold
2-fold
2-fold

yes *
yes *
yes *
yes
yes

88.1061X
88.1061X
88.1061X
93.C.1167U
88.1061X

Analogue
outputs

Z51-AA25
Z51-AA212

150 410 05
150 411 22

2-fold 0...20 mA
2-fold 0... 1 V

no
yes

88.1061X

Diagnostic module

Z51-DM11

150 604 21

Displays the operating status of a ZM51 system

yes

89.B.1089U

Interface
modules

Z51-SM11
Z51-SM21
Z51-SM61

150 601 21
150 602 21
150 606 21

Level converter: TTL / RS232
Level converter: TTL / TTY
U/I converter: converts 0 to 1 V (from Z51-AA212)
into 0-1/0-2.5/0-5/0-20/4-20 mA or 0-10 V

yes
yes
yes

89.B.1089U
89.B.1089U
93.C.1017U

FSK modems

Digital
inputs

Digital
outputs

Analogue
inputs

0...20 mA
4...20 mA
0.4...2 V
5...15 Hz
0...120 °C (PT100)

93.C.1167U
89.B.1069U
89.B.1089U

* Note: The connection of electrical equipment to the intrinsically safe input circuits of the analogue inputs
(Z51-AE25/29/219) must be tested and certified.
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1.2 ZM51 station structure

ZM51-Modulübersicht
Module
Station
power supply

Type

Part no.

HMA..S05

150 500 01

HMG..24S05

150 501 01

Z51-FGW11E 150 502 21

Function

Intr. safty appr.
EEx ib ia I

BVS
certification

Mains power supply, input: 220 VAC;
output: Ua=5VDC/3 A (6 A)
DC/DC converter, input: 24 VDC;
output: Ua=5VDC/ 3 A (6 A)
DC/DC converter, input:: 6...24 VDC;
output: 5 VDC / 0.5 A

no

yes

88.1061X

Star coupler

Z51-SKA11

150 600 21

Active star coupler: used to connect between
2 and 32 (max.) ZM51 stations or as repeater

yes

89.B.1089U

Display module

Z51-AM12

150 605 22

Universal display module

yes

89.B.1089U

EMC filters

F10
F11

150 783 11
150 783 12

Power supply circuit EMC filter
Long-distance line EMC filter

yes
yes

96.D.1039U
96.D.1039U

Module connectors

8000A91
.
.
8000A98
8000A99
8000A80
8000A52
8000A81

150 790 01
.
.
150 790 08
150 790 09
150 790 21
150 790 18
150 790 30

ZM12 + 1 x I/O module
.
.
.
.
ZM12 + 8 x I/O modules
ZM12 + 8 x I/O modules + diagnostics module
ZM12/MD..; ZM12/SM11; SM11/MD..; SKA11/MD..
6 x SKA11
AEW11/AEK221 or AEK221/AEK221

Housings

Z51-iST31
Z51-iST32
Z51-iST33
Z51-iST34
Z51-iST35
Z51-iST311
Z51-iST321
Z51-iST331
Z51-iST341
Z51-iST351

150 730 01
150 730 11
150 730 21
150 730 31
150 731 41
150 731 01
150 731 11
150 731 21
150 731 31
150 731 41

Housing for 54 ZM51 modules (700 x 700 x 210) mm
Housing for 36 ZM51 modules (700 x 500 x 210) mm
Housing for 24 ZM51 modules (700 x 315 x 210) mm
Housing for 16 ZM51 modules (500 x 315 x 210) mm
Housing for 5 ZM51 modules (315 x 248 x 210) mm
Housing for 48 ZM51 modules (700 x 700 x 120) mm
Housing for 36 ZM51 modules (700 x 500 x 120) mm
Housing for 24 ZM51 modules (700 x 315 x 120) mm
Housing for 16 ZM51 modules (500 x 315 x 120) mm
Housing for 5 ZM51 modules (315 x 248 x 120) mm

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201
91.C.1201

Note: See chapter 8 for more information on accessories
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1.2 ZM51 station structure
In firedamp-endangered operating
environments (below ground) only
certified intrinsically safe (EEx ib ia I)
ZM51 modules can be used.
The ZM51 modules and terminals
clipped to 35 mm mounting rails
form station units. These station units
must be built into Z51-iST3.. stations
(see chapter 3). A Z51-FGW11E DC
converter supplies power to the
ZM51 station and on the input side is
fed by an intrinsically safe certified
mains power supply or emergency
power supply.
There is an F10 EMC filter between
the mains power supply (e.g. NG312ib) and the station power supply
(Z51-FGW11E). For more information
on the power supply, see chapter 4.

I../O..

In operating environments which are
not firedamp-endangered, all ZM51
modules can be used, regardless of
whether they are certified intrinsically
safe (EEx ia I). The ZM51 modules on
their mounting rails can be installed
in a variety of ways (e.g. open
mounting, in a sheet steel cabinet
etc.). Power is supplied to the station
by a mains power supply (HMA..S05)
or a DC converter (HMG..24S05).

1/10
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1.3 Functioning
The way in which the ZM51 station or
station unit functions is largely
determined by the Z51-ZM12 central
module and its components:
processor, program memory and data
memory.

ZM51 field bus
FSK modem
Central module

Program memory
The internal program memory
contains the operating system which
controls how the station works.
The program memory for the basic
ZM51 functions:
 Capturing process signals using
input modules
 Creating telegrams from these
signals and sending them on the field
bus
 Receiving telegrams from other
stations and passing them to the
process
is an EPROM/OTP which comes with
the operating system or firmware
preinstalled. The contents cannot be
lost or changed by the end user.
The program memory for additional
intelligent functions, for example:
 Deriving new data from local
process signals by comparison or
calculation, e.g. the limit value of
analogue signals.
 Deriving new data from local
process data and signals received on
the field bus, e.g. using operations
(PLC=programmable logic
controller)
is a RAM. The contents of the RAM
can be altered quickly and frequently
(e.g. on start-up). The RAM is
supplied by an integrated back-up
battery which has a service life of
several years. This means that the
RAMs contents are not lost, even if
the station power supply fails.
A programming unit can be
connected via the 5-pin socket on the
front of the module. This allows a userdefined program to be loaded into
the RAM.

FHF
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EPROM
or
OTP
program
memory

Z51-ZM12

Programming
device (PC)

RAM
data
memory

Processor

RAM
data
memory

Process
map
Inputs
Outputs
Flags

I/O modules
Station bus
Display

Station
power
supply

Processor
The processor carries out the
instructions from the program in the
program memory. It continuously
fetches process signals via the input
modules, stores them in the data
memory and creates transmission
telegrams which it passes to the field
bus (long-distance line) via a serial
interface and the modem modules.
The processor also processes
telegrams received from the field bus,
checks them for errors, converts them
and passes them to the process via
the output modules. The intelligent
processing of signals (linearisation
tables, PLC functions etc.) involves
the processor performing operations
or calculations with the data.

Input

Process

Output

Process

z.B.
e.g.

HMA..S05
HMG..24S05
FGW11E

Data memory
The data memory is a RAM with a
back-up battery which is used to store
the data from the processor before it
is processed by the program (process
image: inputs=PAE). Together with
the process image (PAE from input
modules and PAA for output
modules), the address (source/
destination) is also stored in the RAM.
This is supplied either from the (DIL)
address switches on the I/O modules
or from a programming device. This is
how data transmission is controlled.
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1.3 Functioning
How the Z51-ZM12 central module controls the I/O modules:

Capturing
The processor runs the program
cyclically. At the start of the cycle it
interrogates the input modules via the
station bus, fetches the process
signals from them and stores them in
the PAE input process image,
together with a type word which
contains the input module address
and type.
Transmitting
The processor monitors the field bus
to determine whether the
transmission time for one of its input
modules has been reached. If this is
the case, it fetches the information
from the PAE input process image
and transmits it on the field bus,
together with the source address
(input module address component
and CPU address component) and a
security word.
Receiving
The processor monitors the field bus
and compares addresses with the
PAA output process image to
determine whether a message is for
one of its output modules (CPU
address component and output
module address component
correspond). It then checks the
security word of the telegram to
ensure that it is correct and stores the
new process signal in the PAA output
process image.
Outputting
During the course of the cyclical
program processing, the processor
transfers the contents of the PAA
output process image to the output
modules, which are cyclically
updated. The output modules store
the information so that there is no
interruption in the signal to the
process between updates.

1/12

Processor

Input
module
Erfassen
Capturing

Senden
Transmitting

Processor

Empfangen
Receiving

Processor

FSK modem
or
DC line driver

Processor

Output
module
Outputting
Ausgeben
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1.4 Addresses
All ZM51 stations which send
messages or telegrams on the field
bus identify them using the source
address:
station CPU and input module.
Field bus telegrams do not have
destination addresses.

As all the stations constantly monitor
all the telegrams, if the receiving CPU
and output module address
correspond, they can accept,
evaluate and output the contents of
the telegram, that is the process
signal from an input module.

The corresponding address setting is
achieved by setting the DIL switches
on all the stations:
1. for source addressing on CPU and
input modules
2. for output addressing on CPU and
output modules

Corresponding addresses
ZM51 field bus
Address word in telegram

Address word in confirmation telegram

CPU address Input address
component component

Output address CPU address
component
component

Digital
output

Digital
output

CPU address
component set to:
"B" = 1011

Input module address
component set to:
"2" = 010

Example:
The 8 binary signals received by
digital input module DE88 in station 1
are to be output by the digital output
module DA86 in station 2.
The addresses of both stations 1 and
2 must be set to correspond, that is
the CPU (Z51-ZM12) and the I/O
modules must have the same address
settings.
The example above shows that both
stations have the address B2.
FHF
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Warning:
Achtung:
Read
the Einstellen
label on the
Für das
dermodule
DIL-Schalter
housing
settingauf
theden
DIL
gilt die before
Beschriftung
switches.
Modulgehäusen

The ZM51 system does not have
station addresses or I/O module
addresses, only telegram addresses
with a CPU address component and
an I/O module address component.
The table which follows shows that a
total of 256 (0...255) addresses (A0 to
A7) are available. This allows for 128
corresponding point-to-point
connections between input and
output modules in a ZM51 system.

CPU address
component set to:
"B" = 1011

Output module
address
component set to
"2" = 010

The first bit (A0) in the address word
of the field bus telegram cannot be
set using the DIL switches. It is set
automatically as follows:
A0 = 0 for source addresses of
input modules
A0 = 1 for addresses of
confirmation telegrams
which are sent out after the
data has been successfully
output by the output
modules.
1/13

1.4 Addresses
Allocation of CPU and I/O module address components (DIP switches) to telegram addresses
CPU address component
dez.

I/O module address component
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

dig..

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

A7A6A5A4

A3A2A1

0

0 0 0 0

0
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

1

0 0 0 1

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28
29

30
31

2

0 0 1 0

32
33

34
35

36
37

38
39

40
41

42
43

44
45

46
47

3

0 0 1 1

48
49

50
51

52
53

54
55

56
57

58
59

60
61

62
63

4

0 1 0 0

64
65

66
67

68
69

70
71

72
73

74
75

76
77

78
79

5

0 1 0 1

80
81

82
83

84
85

86
87

88
89

90
91

92
93

94
95

6

0 1 1 0

96
97

98
99

100
101

102
103

104
105

106
107

108
109

110
111

7

0 1 1 1

112
113

114
115

116
117

118
119

120
121

122
123

124
125

126
127

8

1 0 0 0

128
129

130
131

132
133

134
135

136
137

138
139

140
141

142
143

9

1 0 0 1

144
145

146
147

148
149

150
151

152
153

154
155

156
157

158
159

10(A)

1 0 1 0

160
161

162
163

164
165

166
167

168
169

170
171

172
173

174
175

11(B)

1 0 1 1

176
177

178
179

180
181

182
183

184
185

186
187

188
189

190
191

12(C)

1 1 0 0

192
193

194
195

196
197

198
199

200
201

202
203

204
205

206
207

13(D)

1 1 0 1

208
209

210
211

212
213

214
215

216
217

218
219

220
221

222
223

14(E)

1 1 1 0

224
225

226
227

228
229

230
231

232
233

234
235

236
237

238
239

15(F)

1 1 1 1

240
241

242
243

244
245

246
247

248
249

250
251

252
253

254
255
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1.5 Field bus transmission
Long-distance line (2-wire field
bus)
The 2-wire field bus (long-distance
line) is a 2-wire connection between
all the stations in a ZM51 system and
transmits all the information between
the ZM51 stations.

Transmission takes place serially
using uniform impulse telegrams.
The Z51-MD... modems (see section
2.2) send frequency shift keyed AC

Modem

Transmission rate

Z51-MD11
Z51-MD31
Z51-MD511

1200 Bit/s
4800 Bit/s
19200 Bit/s

signals and are suited to longer
transmission distances.

Characteristic frequencies

Distance

Line attenuation

1,6 kHz / 2,4 kHz
6,4 kHz / 9,6 kHz
25,4 kHz / 38,4 kHz

» 20 km
» 14 km
» 8 km

» 1,3 dB / km
» 2,1 dB / km
» 2,4 dB / km

Line: 0.8 mm Æ Cu / PE insulation

The same type of FSK modem
(frequency, speed) must be used for
each ZM51 system.
When the ZM51 stations and modems
are connected using the longdistance line, two pairs of longdistance line connectors are used
and the termination on the modem is
not activated. The long-distance line
is galvanically isolated from the
electronics by a transformer in the
FSK modem. The termination must be
activated in the terminators at the
beginning and end of the line.

The 1200 baud and 19200 baud FSK
modems (Z51-MD11/511) can be run
simultaneously and independently of
one another on a 2-wire line
(multichannel operation). The Z51MD31 FSK modem cannot be
operated in multichannel mode.

FHF
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Line mode

station

station

station

station

Multichannel mode

station

station

station

station

station

station
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1.5 ZM51 Field bus transmission
By using star couplers or interface
modules in connection with FSK
modems, it is possible to extend the
field bus in ZM51 systems.

Star coupler
Using the Z51-SKA11 active star
coupler (see section 2.11), between 2
and a maximum of 32 ZM51 stations
or field bus lines can be connected.

Repeater
This is used to extend the distance
covered with
 a Z51-SKA11 active star coupler
 a Z51-SM11 interface module

1/16

ZM51
star coupler
station (activ)

ZM51
repeater station
Z51-SKA11 or
Z51-SM11
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system
Operating system
The operating system of the Z51ZM12 central module, which is stored
in the program memory chip
(EPROM/OTP), runs in accordance
with:
 ZM51 standard procedure
= token passing procedure
no master
 ZM51 polling procedure
master-oriented

ZM51 standard procedure:
Token passing procedure
No master
All ZM51 stations connected to a field
bus are peer-to-peer senders.
Messages sent are received by all
other participants and are processed
locally. The stations have a fixed
schema which regulates their access
to the field bus. Stations which want
to take part in the transmission cycle,
sign on to do so in a sign-on pause.
They then continue to transmit
cyclically in accordance with the
schema. From then on the stations
(addresses) reserve a time slot for the
new participant in the telegram cycle.
When stations are switched off the
bus, they lose their time slot, to ensure
that there are no unnecessary
telegram pauses on the long-distance
line. The time of the telegram
transmission start in the telegram
cycle is calculated by each station
locally using a variety of transmission
parameters. All stations must have the
same transmission parameter
settings to ensure that transmission
runs smoothly on the field bus.

FHF
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Learning cycle
When a ZM51 system is started up, a
learning period starts. The stations
send a telegram for each input
module in ascending order of
addresses, depending on the DIL
switch setting on the central module,
as follows:
when the switch is set to Addr.<64,
the addresses 0 ... 63
when the switch is set to Addr.<256,
the addresses 0 ... 255.
At the end of the learning period, all
the stations know the addresses on
the field bus. After this the processing
cycles begin.
If changes are made while the system
is operating, for example, if new
stations or new input modules are
added, or if stations are switched on
or off, the learning cycle automatically
starts again. This also happens if
serious faults on the field bus result in
telegrams which are so corrupted that
they cannot be accepted.

1/17
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system
ZM51 standard procedure telegrams
UART character length
- 1 startbit
- 8 data bits
- 1 parity bit (even parity)
- 1 stop bit

0

Start

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 data bits ( 1 byte)
Parity
Stop

Preset: 1 byte pause; 0 bytes header

Sign-on-phase
PVOR

AP

AP

AP

AP

Telegram phase
PVOR

VOR VOR HADR VADR

TYP

D0

D1

D2

BCC

PPAU

VOR

fixed transmitter header (2 bytes):
Used to set up the transmission stretch and prepare the modem

PVOR

configurable transmitter header (default: 0)

AP

sign-on pause (4 bytes)

HADR

transmitter main address, input module source address: shows all receivers
the source of the user data which follow (D0 ... D2)

VADR

transmitter predecessor address:
a repeat of the address of the telegram sent before this one, used to coordinate
the learning period and the processing cycle.

TYP

telegram type code, contains type information for the user data (D0 ... D2)
e.g. digital input, analogue input etc.

D0...D2

data bytes (3 user data words, each 8 bits)

BCC

block check character (XOR checksum)

PAU

fixed pause

PPAU

configurable pause (default: 1 byte)

1/18
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system
Cycle times for the ZM51 standard
procedure
The cycle time for the ZM51 standard
procedure can be calculated from the
number of telegrams sent (number of
module addresses), the length of the
sign-on and telegram phase, and the
transmission rate.
The formula is as follows:

ZM51 cycle time =

(Sign-on phase [bits] + Telegram phase [bits]) x (Number of module addresses{+1})
Transmission speed [bits/s]

with:
Sign-on phase
Telegram phase (length ofanswer)
Transmission speed

Learning cycle
By adhering to a fixed time pattern,
the cycle time for the ZM51 standard
procedure can be clearly defined. It
corresponds to the maximum signal
throughput time of the ZM51 system
(dependent on the setting of the S2-1
DIL switch on the central module
Addr. <64, Addr.<256 ).

Processing cycle
The processing cycle of the
ZM51 standard procedure can
also be calculated using the
above formula and is dependent
on the modem used and the
number of I/O modules (module
addresses).

FHF
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}

6 words x 11 Bit = 66 bits
198 bits
12 words x 11 Bit = 132 bits
1200 bits/s ; 4800 bits/s ; 19200 bits/s

Transmission
rate

Learning cycle time
Addresses < 64
Addresses < 256

1200 Bd

» 10 s

» 42 s

4800 Bd

» 2,6 s

» 10 s

19200 Bd

» 0,7 s

» 2,6 s

Examples
Transmission
rate

Processing cycle time
2 modules

8 modules

128 modules

256 modules

1200 baud

» 0,33 s

» 1,3 s

» 21 s

» 42 s

4800 baud

» 0,08 s

» 0,33 s

» 5s

» 10 s

19200 baud

» 0,02 s

» 0,08 s

» 1,3 s

» 2,6 s
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system
ZM51 polling procedure
master-oriented
The ZM51 polling procedure is a data
transmission procedure which can be
used as an alternative to the token
passing procedure (ZM51 standard
procedure). In this case the stations
are not peers. Instead there is one
master station on the ZM51 field bus
which controls a number of slave
stations.
The structure of the ZM51 stations, the
control of the I/O modules by the
central module, the composition of
the telegram addresses from I/O
module and CPU address
components and the maximum
number of addresses on the field bus
remain unchanged. All telegrams can
be received and processed by all
other participants on the field bus.

Learning period
After every warm start, the master
station relearns the configuration of
the stations from scratch. It begins
data transmission with a learning
period in which it polls all the
permissible addresses. All address
polls which are answered during the
learning period are then repeated
cyclically. Together with the
addresses which have already been
learnt, the cycle includes a poll to an
unknown address. This means that
new addresses can be learned after
the end of the learning period (see the
example).

The advantage of the polling
procedure is that, in the case of a
fault, the ZM51 field bus is not forced
into a learning period. The master
polls all the addresses that it knows in
a repetitive cycle and according to a
fixed time pattern. The slave station
which is connected to the I/O module
with the address being polled sends
back an appropriate response
telegram. If the address being polled
is administered by the master itself,
then the master sends a response
telegram.

Example
Addresses 2, 3, 6 and 7 are present. All 256 addresses are permitted.

0

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

9

...

254

255

7

0

2

2

3

6

6

7

7

8

2

2

3

3

6

6

7

3

3

6

6

7

7

1

6

6

7

7

4

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

...

etc.

mit
X
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Poll to address "X"

X

Response from address "X"
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system
ZM51 polling procedure telegrams
In the ZM51 polling procedure there is
one polling and one response
telegram. The UART character length
can be extended to 2 stop bits.
The poll takes place at the same time
as the sign-on phase in the token
passing procedure.

UART character length
- 1 start bit
- 8 data bits
- 1 parity bit (even parity)
- 2 stop bits

The response contains all the
remaining elements of the telegrams
in the ZM51 standard procedure. The
structure, identification by the source
address, type identification, data
contents and block check procedure
remain the same. The only item which

0

Start

1

2

3

4

5

6

differs is the telegram predecessor
address which is replaced by a
repeat of the source address.

7

8 data bits ( 1 byte)
Parity
Stop

Polling telegram
PVOR

VOR
PVOR
ADR
PRÜF
PPAU

FHF

VOR VOR

ADR

PRÜF

PPAU

2 byte fixed header
0 or more byte configurable header:
These are used to set up the transmission stretch and prepare the modem
(switching on the transmission signal in the master modem without modulation). (default: 2)
1 byte polling address:
The address of the module for which a data telegram will be sent by the slave.
(A total of 256 telegram addresses are possible.)
1 check byte
This is calculated by the master from the address and checked by the slave in order to
prevent polling errors.
1 byte pause:
The master station modem is switched off.

Funke+Huster  Fernsig
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system

Response telegram
PVOR

VOR
PVOR
ADR
ADR
TYP
D0...D2
BCC
PPAU

1/22

VOR VOR

ADR

ADR

TYP

D0

D1

D2

BCC

PPAU

2 byte fixed header
0 or more byte configurable header
These are used to set up the transmission stretch and prepare the modem
(switching on the transmission signal without modulation). (default: 2)
1 byte source address
The source address shows all receivers the source of the following user data.
1 byte repeat of the source address
1 byte type indicator for the user data (indicates the nature of the user data)
user data bytes
1 check byte: the check word is constructed in the transmitting station from the content of
the source address, repeat source address, type and user data bytes 0-2.
It ensures that the telegram will not be misinterpreted by the receiver.
1 byte configurable pause. The modem in the transmitting station is switched off.

FHF
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system

Cycle times
ZM51 polling procedure
The repeating cycle of the ZM51
polling procedure means that polls
and responses to and from every
address on the line (and also an
unknown address) are sent in
ascending order of address numbers.
By adhering to a fixed time pattern,
the cycle time for the ZM51 polling
procedure can be clearly defined. It
corresponds to the maximum signal
throughput time of the ZM51 system.
The cycle time can be calculated
from the number of the module
addresses, the transmission speed
and the length of the poll and
response.
The formula is as follows:

Cycle time =

.

(Call length [bits] + Response length [bits]) x (Number of module addresses{+1})
Transmission speed [bits/s]

Example:
Number of module addresses
Transmission speed
Configurable header
Number of stop bits

256
19200 bits/s
2
2

Sign-on phase
Telegram phase (response length)

7 words x 12 bits = 84 bits
12 words x 12 bits = 144 bits

Cycle time =

( 84 [bits] + 144 [bits] ) x 256

» 3s

19200 [bits/s]

FHF
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system
To find out which version of the operating system is installed, use one of the following methods:
There is a printed label on the back
of the Z51-ZM12 central module
which specifies the version of the
operating system installed when the
module was supplied.

Example of label

Explanation

FUNKE + HUSTER
4070 A 1001

>

Manufacturing information
4070 A1001

0140 0111 0102
>

Operating system E/A-software PLC-software
0140

0111

0102

v
0 = ZM51-operating system
01.** = standard procedure
02.** = polling procedure
1 = WL operating system

The version of the operating system
currently installed can be displayed
using a terminal program on a
terminal connected via the HHT
(hand-held terminal) port.
The port is on the top of the Z51ZM12 central module and can be
accessed without opening the
ZM51s housing.

On the internal, non-volatile program
memory chip (EPROM/OTP) where
the operating system is stored, there
is a printed label which specifies the
version of the operating system in the
program memory chip.

1/24

Note:
The ZM51 module housing may only be opened by an employee or
representative of the manufacturer, or by trained service personnel, taking into
account the applicable safety regulations.

Example of label
ZM12
V01.40
dd.mm.yy
CHKSUM

Explanation
Component name
Version number
Date
EPROM/OTP checksum

FHF
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1.6 ZM51 Operating system

Operating system
Version

FHF

Baud rate

Identifier

Standard procedure

1200/19200 baud

01.40

Polling procedure (Slave)

1200/19200 baud

02.03

Polling procedure (Master)

1200/19200 baud

02.04

Funke+Huster  Fernsig
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2.1 Z51-ZM12 Central module
Z51-ZM12

The Z51-ZM12 central module (CPU)
is the central intelligent control device
of a ZM51 station. Every station must
have a central module.
The basic functions of this module,
which includes a microprocessor, are:

 capturing process data from
the input modules and storing
it
 outputting data to the process via
the output modules
 preparing data for serial
transmission
 processing data for local control
purposes (PLC function)
 communication across the ZM51
field bus (long-distance line) with
other ZM51 stations, Z51K-2112
compact automation units or the
F+H communication computer.

The Z51-ZM12 central module
includes:
 an 8-bit CMOS microprocessor
 a 32KB program memory (EPROM)
containing the ZM51 standard
operating system for capturing,
outputting and transmitting data,
and the PLC function.
 an 8KB data memory (RAM with
lithium battery) for storing the data
being captured and output, the
transmission data and the
operating systems parameter data.
FHF
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Ordering information
Identification

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Central module

EEx ib ia I

Z51-ZM12

150 110 22

 a connector socket for a terminal,
which allows data transmission to
be configured, data to be displayed
and the PLC to be programmed.
 a plug connector (on top) for a flat
ribbon cable connection to the
modem to the left of the CPU to
allow long-distance transmission
 screw terminals (underneath) for the
5 V supply (Ua) to the CPU and the I/
O modules.
 a connector socket (on the right) for
the ZM51 station bus, that is for the
flat ribbon connector which starts at
the CPU and connects all the I/O
modules.
 a four-way DIL switch for setting
address bits A4 to A7
 three further DIL switches for
setting:
 addresses <64 or >256
 reset, optionally a warm start
(the RAM contents are not lost) or
cold start (the RAM contents are
overwritten).
 Diagnostic displays:
 Red Power LED, which goes out
when the integral supply voltage
monitor detects a fall in voltage.
 Red SPS/PLC LED:
Flashing slowly: normal operation
with or without PLC program
Flashing quickly: interruption to
data transmission
Constantly lit: interruption to
program
The data transmission speeds 1.2
kBit/s or 19.2 kBit/s are set
automatically on connection to the
modem.
If a modem with a speed of 4.8 kBit/s
is being used, the CPU must be
provided with corresponding
software.

Z51-ZM12 connection diagram
EEx ib ia I

with 8000A80 connector to
Z51-MD modem (to
the left of the CPU)

from FGW11E
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2.1 Z51-ZM12 Central module
Technical data
Central module

Z51-ZM12

Processor
Program processing
Cycle monitoring
RAM
EPROM
Back-up battery
Address range

80C31, CMOS, 8-bit
cyclical
watchdog
8KB
32KB (standard program=24KB)
Lithium
8 I/O module addresses (D I/O modules=2 addresses)

Data transmission
- Protocol
procedure
- Telegram
- Telegram type
- Speed
system used
Red diagnostic LEDs
- Power
- SPS/PLC  normal operation
- SPS/PLC  trans. interrupt
- SPS/PLC  program stop
Settings
- Address bits
- Number of addresses
- Reset all (cold start)
- Reset (warm start)

optional F+H field bus Z51 protocol (LAN character) or Z51 polling
14 words each of 11 bits, of which 3 data words each of 8 bits
asynchronous, semi-duplex
1.2 kBit/s, 4.8 kBit/s or 19.2 kBit/s depending on the modem and operating

Supply voltage monitor for U >= 4.7 V
Flashing slowly at 0.5 Hz
Flashing quickly at 5 Hz
Constantly lit
4
1
1
1
1
1

DIL switches (S1-1...S1-4):
DIL switch (S2-1):
DIL switch (S2-2):
DIL switch (S2-3):
DIL switch (S2-2):
DIL switch (S2-3):

address bits A4, A5, A6, A7
Addr. < 64 = 0 / Addr < 256 = 1
MODE : 0 and
RESET : switching order 1-0-1
MODE : 1 and
RESET : switching order 1-0-1

Current consumption
30 mA including terminal
(a programming cable with integrated level converter is
also supplied by the central module)
Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ib ia I
88.1061 X

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.126 kg
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2.2 Modems Z51-MD...
Z51-MD...

Ordering information
Identification

explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.
150 071 21

FSK-modem

1200 Bit/s

EEx ia I

Z51-MD11

FSK-modem

4800 Bit/s

EEx ia I

Z51-MD31 150 071 41

FSK-modem 19200 Bit/s

EEx ia I

Z51-MD511 150 072 30

Z51-MD...connection diagram
Using frequency shift keying (FSK) the
modems convert the DC telegrams
from the Z51-ZM12 central module
(CPU) into AC signals and vice versa.
When the modem is the end device
on a line, the integrated termination
must be activated using a jumper.
When the modem is a branch-off
(ZM51 station with modem connected
to the long-distance line) the
termination is not activated and both
pairs of long-distance line connectors
are used. The long-distance line is
galvanically isolated from the
electronics by an integrated
transformer.
The red LEDs have the following
functions:
RTS  Transmit request (from CPU)
TxD  Transmission data
(transmission telegram)
RxD  Receive data
DCD  Receive level sufficient.

The 1.2 kBit/s and 19.2 kBit/s FSK
modems (Z51-MD11/511) can be run
simultaneously and independently of
one another on one line (multichannel operation). The Z51-MD31
FSK modem cannot operate in multichannel mode.

EEx ib ia I

with 8000A80 connector to
the Z51-ZM12 central
module (to the right
of the modem)

The modems use an n code pin to
notify the operating system of the
transmission speed it should use.
The Z51-MD11 and
Z51-MD12 modems set the
transmission speed to 1200 bits/s.
The Z51-MD511 modem sets the
speed to 19200 bits/s.
If the Z51-MD31 modem is used, the
transmission speed must be set to
4800 bits/s (the DCE parameter must
be set using the START program).

Transmitter on
Transmit data
Receive data
Receive level

intrinsically safe long-distance line

FHF Funke+Huster  Fernsig
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2.2 Modems Z51-MD...
Technical data
Modem

Z51-MD11

Z51-MD31

Z51-MD511

Transmission
speed
- Lower frequency
(fu=1)
- Upper frequency
(fo=0)
Modulation type
Operating mode

1200 bits/s

4800 bits/s

19200 bits/s

Transmitter
- Type
- Output power

1.6 kHz

6.4 kHz

25.4 kHz

2.4 kHz

9.6 kHz

38.4 kHz

FM (FSK)
Semi-duplex on
two-wire line

FM (FSK)
Semi-duplex on
two-wire line

FM (FSK)
Semi-duplex on
two-wire line

impressed current
-6 dB at 600 W

impressed current
+3.5 dB at 150 W

impressed current
-6.5 dB at 150 W

-32 dB to +4.5 dB

-32 dB to 0 dB

-32 dB

-32 dB

14.5 km at 4.8 kBits/s
0.8 mm Cu/PE line

8 km at 19.2 kBit/s
0.8 mm Cu/PE line

Receiver
- Operating level range -32 dB to 0 dB
- Response level for
level detector (DCD)
-32 dB
Range
Insertion loss
as branch-off

20 km at 1.2 kBits/s
0.8 mm Cu/PE line
0.02 dB

0.014 dB 0.01 dB

Common mode rejection

min. 76 dB

min. 76 dBmin. 76 dB

Current consumption

25 mA

70 mA

70 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to + 40 °C
-25 to + 70 °C

-20 to + 40 °C
-25 to + 70 °C

-20 to + 40 °C
-25 to + 70 °C

EEx ib ia I
94.C.1124 U

EEx ia I EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

Inspection and certification in accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.
88.1061 X
Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.126 kg
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2.3 Digital inputs Z51-DE...
Z51-DE...

Ordering information
Identification
Digital input 4-fold line fault protected

The Z51-DE digital input modules
transfer binary signals from the
process to the ZM51 station bus.
Red LEDs show the signal status 1.
The module addresses are set using
three DIL switches.

Explosion
protection
mode

Type

Part no.

EEx ib ia I

Z51-DE41

150 205 21

Digital input 8-fold optocoupler 12/24 V

-----

Z51-DE85

150 200 05

Digital input 8-fold optocoupler 5 V

EEx ia I

Z51-DE87

150 205 27

Digital input 8-fold line fault protected

EEx ia I

Z51-DE88

150 205 28

Digital input 4-fold NAMUR

EEx ia I

Z51-DE44

150 205 24

Z51-DE41
The Z51-DE41 digital input module
inputs a maximum of 4 binary signals
via potential-free contacts with a
serial diode.
The Z51-DE41 digital input module
supplies the input power circuits.
The input power circuits are
protected using the DC half-wave
principle. A contact between lines or
a break in a line in an input power
circuit is treated as an open contact.

Z51-DE41 connection diagram
EEx ib ia I

potential-free contacts with a
serial diode

FHF
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2.3 Digital inputs Z51-DE...
Z51-DE85 connection diagram

wiping contact
yes/no

Z51-DE85
The Z51-E85 digital input module
transfers the voltage level of a
maximum of 8 external binary signals
in the process as normalised signals
to the ZM51 station bus.
The input power circuit is supplied
from external 12/24 V DC power
supplies.
The Z51-DE85 digital input has a type
selection switch which allows
commands to be captured as wiping
impulses.

Z51-DE87
Inputs from the Z51-DE87 digital
input module are via potential-free
contacts with certified intrinsically
safe systems and/or devices and
accessories with certificates of
conformity.
The input power circuits are supplied
by the input power supply (5 V from
the Z51-FGW11E station power
supply).
The Z51-DE87 digital input has a type
selection switch which allows
commands to be captured as wiping
impulses.

Z51-DE87 connection diagram
EEx ia I
5V from Z51-FGW11E station power supply

wiping contact
yes/no

5V from Z51-FGW11E station power supply

2/8
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2.3 Digital inputs Z51-DE...
Z51-DE88
The Z51-DE88 digital input module
inputs a maximum of 8 binary signals
via potential-free changeover
contacts with a double diode or 3EG9
terminator (simple contact, see
section 7.3).
The Z51-DE88 digital input modules
supplies the input power circuits.
The input power circuits are
protected using the DC half-wave
principle. A contact between lines or
a break in a line in an input power
circuit is recognised and transferred
as a collective line fault error.
Eight externally accessible switches
are available for the bridging and

Z51-DE88 connection diagram
simulation of senders. These can be
used to set and transfer the on
status for each input. A collective
bridging message is also
transferred. The bridging and line
failure messages are transferred to
the Z51 bus and can be processed by
the PLC. (bridging = bit 9, line
failure = bit 10).

EEx ia I
potential-free contacts
with 3EG9 terminator

potential-free changeover
contacts with double diode

potential-free changeover
contacts with double diode

potential-free contacts
with 3EG9 terminator

FHF
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2.3 Digit inputs Z51-DE...
Technical data
Digital input

Z51-DE41

Z51-DE85

Number of inputs
- isolation
- line fault protected

4
no
yes

8
yes (optocoupler)
no

Input voltage
- Rated value
- for signal 0
- for signal 1

contact+diode
Line R.= ¥ ... 650 W
Line R.= 0 ... 270 W

12/24 V DC
-32 ... +3 V
+9 ... +32 V

Input current
- at signal 1

2.5 mA

2.3/5.2 mA (at 12/24 V)

Delay period
- for 0 > 1
- for 1 > 0

40 ms
10 ms

5 ms
20 ms

Line length

up to 3000 m

Diagnostics
- Status 1 display
for each input
- Line fault

Red LED

Red LED

4 mA (+ 2.5 mA for each

0.15 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ib ia I
88.1061 X

Current consumption
- internal
(5 V station bus )
active input)

Operating conditions

within and outside firedampendangered operating
environments

not within firedampendangered operating
environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm
W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

Weight

0.1 kg

0.126 kg
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2.3 Digital inputs Z51-DE...
Technical data
Digital input

Z51-DE87

Z51-DE88

Number of inputs
- isolation
- line fault protected

8
yes (optocoupler)
no

8
no
yes

Input voltage
- Rated value
- for signal 0
- for signal 1

5 V DC
- 5 ... +1.5 V
+3.5 ... +6.5 V

changeover+diode
Line R.= ¥ ... 650 W
Line R.= 0 ... 270 W

Input current
- at signal 1

2.6 mA (at 5 V)

2 mA

Delay period
- for 0 > 1
- for 1 > 0

5 ms
10 ms

40 ms
10 ms

inside the

up to 3000 m

Red LED

Green LED
Red LED

Line length
Z51-iST3.. stations
Diagnostics
- Status 1 display
for each input
- Line fault
Current consumption
- internal
(5 V station bus )

0.15 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

EEx ia I
97.D.1067 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedampendangered operating
environments

within and outside firedampendangered operating
environments

Dimensions
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm

Weight

0.126 kg

0.1 kg

FHF
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18 mA (+2 mA for each
switched input)
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2.3 Digital inputs Z51-DE...
Z51-DE44
The Z51-DE44 digital input module is
used to connect a maximum of 4
initiators, for example, position
sensors, proximity switches, light
barriers etc. These have a 2-wire
NAMUR (DIN19234) interface.
Initiators with an interface
corresponding to the GHQ1 and
GHQ2 proximity switches
(manufactured by Gründer and
Hötten) can also be connected. The
switches for each input can be used
to switch between the different
electrical interfaces.
The component produces a
maximum of 4 status messages and 4
error messages (line messages).
Z51-DE44 connection diagram
EEx ia I

Supply
A capacitive transducer creates 9 V
feed voltage (open-circuit voltage) to
supply the sender from the 5 V power
supply.
Status messages
The module has a switch-selectable
internal resistor of 950 W (NAMUR
setting) or 350 W (GHQ setting)
which allows initiators with different
trigger levels to be connected.
The switching status of the sender is
evaluated by a comparator. The
trigger level of the comparator is 1.6
mA, with a switching current
differential of 0.3 mA (NAMUR
setting) or 7.5 mA with a switching
current differential of 1.5 mA (GHQ
setting).
This ensures that the permitted rated
values for the sender for the locking
switching status of < 1 mA and the
conducting switching status of >2.2
mA in accordance with NAMUR (DIN
19234) are recognised.
The same applies for GHQ proximity
switches with a current consumption
of approx. 3.5 mA in the locking
state and approx. 10 mA in the
conducting state.

Error and line messages
Each input in the Z51-DE44 digital
input module has two monitoring
circuits which monitor the input power
circuit for interrupts and short circuits.
When the switch is set to NAMUR,
an interrupt occurs when the input
current is < 0.2 mA and a short circuit
occurs when the input current is > 5
mA.
When the switch is set to GHQ, the
values are < 1 mA (interrupt) and >
15 mA (short circuit). If an interrupt or
a short circuit is recognised, the
corresponding error message is sent
out and, at the same time, the
accompanying status message is
locked.

comp.

Diagnostics display
Each input has a two-colour LED which displays the status of the input.

Status
locking (damped)
conducting (not damped)
interrupt
short circuit

2/12

Status
message
0
1
0
0

Error
message
0
0
1
1

FHF

LED
not lit
green
flashing red
red
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2.3 Digital inputs Z51-DE...
Technical data
Digital input

Z51-DE 44

Sender connection

4 inputs in accordance with NAMUR
(e.g. Funke+Huster IF21 proximity switch, part no. 322 100 01
or Gründer+Hötten GHQ1, GHQ2)
Sender fed by Z51-DE44 module
Open circuit voltage: 9V

Current consumption

NAMUR
10 mA
30 mA
<20 mA
75 mA

GHQ
30 mA
95 mA
<20mA
135 mA

Status
locking
conducting
interrupt
short circuit

NAMUR
<0.2 mA
0.2 - 1 mA
>2.2 mA
>5 mA

GHQ
1 mA
1 - 6 mA
>9 mA
>15 mA

Status
interrupt
locking
conducting
short circuit

Switching point

NAMUR
1.6 mA

GHQ
7.5 mA

Hysteresis

NAMUR
0.3 mA

GHQ
1.5 mA

Switching status
Input current threshold

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.126 kg

Note:

It is important to note that the status locking and conducting have different meanings for
different types of initiator.
The majority of NAMUR-compatible initiators (e.g. IF21) display the status locking when
damped (metal nearby) and the status conducting when not damped (no metal nearby).
However, the Gründer + Hötten GHQ1 and GHQ2 proximity switches behave in exactly the
opposite way.

FHF
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2.4 Digital inputs Z51-DE...

Evaluation of Z51-DE44 status and error messages in the ZM51 output station
A maximum of 4 initiators (input side: Z51-DE44) are evaluated on the output
side of an 8-fold digital output module. The status and error messages are as
follows:

Status

Status
message

LED

Error
message

LED

locking (damped)
conducting (not damped)
interrupt
short circuit

0
1
0
0

not lit
red
not lit
not lit

0
0
1
1

not lit
not lit
red
red

The status messages are in bits 1-4 and the error messages (line messages)
are in bits 5-8.
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2.4 Digital outputs Z51-DA...
Z51-DA...

Ordering information
Identification

The digital output modules pass the
signals to the ZM51 station in the form
of switching commands, as required
externally by the process to control
the consumers.
Red LEDs show the signal status 1.
The module addresses can be set
using three DIL switches.

FHF
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Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Digital output 4-fold optocoupler 28 V

EEx ib ia I

Z51-DA41

150 211 21

Digital output 4-fold remanent relaiy (W.)

-----

Z51-DA42

150 212 01

Digital output 4-fold relais (changeover)

EEx ib ia I

Z51-DA44

150 213 31

Digital output 8-fold optocoupler+rel.(S)

-----

Z51-DA83

150 214 01

Digital output 8-fold optocoupler 60 V

-----

Z51-DA84

150 215 01

Digital output 8-fold optocoupler 5 V

EEx ia I

Z51-DA85

150 215 21

Digital output 8-fold optocoupler 28 V

EEx ia I

Z51-DA86

150 216 21

Z51-DA41

Outputs from the Z51-DA41 digital
output module are galvanically
isolated from the power supply of the
module. The four optocoupler outputs
are designed for the connection of
different types of intrinsically safe
power circuits.

Z51-DA41 connection diagram
EEx ib ia I
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2.4 Digital outputs Z51-DA...
Z51-DA42

Z51-DA44

Z51-DA42 connection diagram

Z51-DA44 connection diagram

The Z51-DA42 digital output module
has four outputs, each of which has a
remanent relay with changeover
contact. This means that the
switching status of the outputs
remains unchanged even if the power
supply fails. Each output is
galvanically isolated from the system
and from the other outputs.

The Z51-DA44 digital output module
has four outputs, each of which has a
relay changeover contact. The base of
the changeover contact is connected
to a diode which can be accessed via
an additional output connector. This
allows the output to perform a diode
terminator function.
Each output is galvanically isolated
from the system and from the other
outputs.

EEx ib ia I
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2.4 Digital outputs Z51-DA...
Z51-DA83

Z51-DA84

Z51-DA85
The Z51-DA85 digital output module
outputs binary signals via 8 potentialfree optocoupler outputs, which are
not suitable for the connection of
different intrinsically safe power
circuits.
The output power circuits are
supplied from the same power supply
as the Z51-DA85 output module (5 V
from the Z51-FGW11E station power
supply).

Z51-DA83 connection diagram

Z51-DA84 connection diagram

Z51-DA85 connection diagram

The Z51-DA83 digital output module
has a particularly high value, low
capacitance isolation using
optocouplers and additional relays.
This requires an external 24 V DC
power supply.

The Z51-DA84 digital output module
outputs binary signals via 8 potentialfree optocoupler outputs. The output
power circuits are supplied from an
external power supply of up to a
maximum of 60 V.

EEx ia I
5 V from the Z51-FGW11E station power supply

5 V from the Z51-FGW11E station power supply

FHF
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2.4 Digital outputs Z51-DA...
Z51-DA86
The Z51-DA86 digital output module
outputs binary signals via 8 potentialfree optocoupler outputs.
However, unlike the 8-fold Z51-DA85
output module, the power supply
does not have to be the same
intrinsically safe 5 V supply as the
ZM51 station.
The Z51-DA86 can control two
separate output groups (A1...A4,
A5...A8) supplied by two different
intrinsically safe power supplies.

Z51-DA86 connection diagram

A1 ... A4

EEx ia I

A5 ... A8
2/18
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2.4 Digital outputs Z51-DA...
Technical data
Digital output

Z51-DA41

Z51-DA42

Z51-DA44

Number of outputs
- Isolation
in accordance with EN..
- Type

4

4

4

yes
Optocoupler

yes
Relay changeover
contact
- individual
(galvanically from
one another and
from the system)

yes
Relay changeover
contact
- individual
(galvanically from
one another and
from the system)

Switching capacity
(ohmic load)
- Voltage
- Current
- Rating/Lamp rating

max. 28 V DC
max. 0.2 A
max. 4.8 W

max. 28 V UC
max. 0.25 A
max. 3 W

- Inductive overvoltage
limit

max. 60 V DC
max. 3 A
max. 30 W/
7.0 W at 24 V

yes, Zener diode

no

no

Voltage drop
at 1 signal
Residual current at
0 signal

max. 0.1 mA

Delay period
- for 0 > 1
- for 1 > 0

0.1 ms
0.45 ms

6 ms
6 ms

2 ms
2 ms

Diagnostics
- Status 1 display
for each output

Red LED

Red LED

Red LED

0.15 mA + 1.5 mA
for each active output

8 mA

<0.15 mA + 15 mA
for each active output

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ib ia I
88.1061 X

Current consumption
from the station bus (5V)

max. 2.1 V

EEx ib ia I
93.C.1167 U

Operating conditions

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

not within
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

Dimensions
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm

Weight

0.11 kg

0.13 kg

0.13 kg

FHF
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2.4 Digital outputs Z51-DA...
Technical data
Digital output

Z51-DA83

Z51-DA84

Number of outputs
- Isolation
in accordance with EN..
- Type

8

8

yes
Optocoupler and relay closer
- individual (galvanically from
one another and from the system)

yes
Optocoupler
- individual (galvanically from
one another and from the system)

Stores data after power failure

no

no

Switching capacity (ohmic load)
- Voltage
- Current
- Rating/Lamp rating

max. 60 V
max. 3 A
max. 60 W / 20 W at 24 V

max. 60 VDC
max. 0.2 A
max. 12 W / 4.8 W at 24 V

- Inductive overvoltage
limit

no

no

Voltage drop
at 1 signal
Residual current at
0 signal

3V
0.1 mA

Delay period
- for 0 > 1
- for 1 > 0

8 ms
8 ms

0.1 ms
0.45 ms

Diagnostics
- Status 1 display
for each output

Red LED

Red LED

Current consumption
from the station bus (5V)

14 mA (80 mA from 24(21-36) VDCext)

14 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Operating conditions

not within
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

not within
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

Weight

0.15 kg

0.11 kg

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.
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2.4 Digital outputs Z51-DA...
Technical data
Digital output

Z51-DA85

Z51-DA86

Number of outputs
- Isolation
in accordance with EN..

8

8

yes (not suitable for connecting
different intrinsically safe powercircuits)

yes

- Type

Optocoupler

Optocoupler
- individual (galvanically from
one another and from the system)
- in 2 groups of 4 outputs
Group 1: A1 to A4
Group 2: A5 to A8

Stores data after power failure

no

no

max. 5 V
max. 0.2 A
max. 1 W

max. 28 VDC
max. 0.2 A
max. 4.8 W

yes, Zener diode

yes, Zener diode

Switching capacity (ohmic load)
- Voltage
- Current
- Rating/Lamp rating
- Inductive overvoltage
limit
Voltage drop
at 1 signal
Residual current at
0 signal

< 2.1 V

< 2.1 V

max. 0.1 mA

< 0.1 mA

Delay period
- for 0 > 1
- for 1 > 0

0.1 ms
0.5 ms

0.1 ms
0.5 ms

Diagnostics
- Status 1 display
for each input

Red LED

Red LED

Current consumption
from the station bus (5V)

<14 mA

<14 mA (all outputs 1)

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

Operating conditions

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

Weight

0.15 kg

0.11 kg

FHF
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2.5 Analogue inputs Z51-AE...
Z51-AE...

Ordering information
Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Analogue input 2-fold 0 to 20 mA

EEx ib ia I

Z51-AE25

150 400 25

Analogue input 2-fold 4 to 20 mA

EEx ib ia I

Z51-AE29

150 400 29

Analogue input 2-fold 0,4 to 2 V

EEx ib ia I

Z51-AE219 150 401 29

Analogue input 2-fold 5 to 15 Hz

EEx ia I

Z51-AE241 150 402 23

Analogue input 2-fold 0 to 120 °C

EEx ia I

Z51-AE231 150 403 21

Identification

The analogue signal input modules
convert analogue signals from
external senders or sensors in the
process into digital values and
transfer them to the Z51 station bus.
The galvanic isolation with preconnected chopper amplifier, is
reliable, low-drift and suppresses
interference voltages. An RC element
in the input smoothes common mode
interference voltages.
Red LEDs light briefly to indicate
each analogue-to-digital conversion.
Addresses can be set for both
analogue and digital values using the
three-way DIL switch.

FHF
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2.5 Analogue inputs Z51-AE...
Z51-AE25/29/219 connection diagram
EEx ib ia I

Z51-AE25/29/219
The connection of electrical
equipment to the intrinsically safe
input circuits of the following
analogue inputs:
Z51-AE25
Z51-AE29
Z51-AE219
in the Z51-iST.. telemetry station must
be tested and certified.

Z51-AE241 connection diagram
EEx ia I
potential-free
optocoupler output
from certified intrinsically
safe systems

Z51-AE241
The Z51-AE241 input module is used
to capture two analogue values in a
frequency range of 5-15 Hz. The
inputs come from potential-free
optocoupler output circuits in
certified intrinsically safe systems or
devices.
The 5-15 Hz input signal (8-20V) is
passed to an optocoupler for galvanic
isolation, then converted to a
measuring voltage proportional to the
input frequency and then passed to
the data bus via an 8 bit analogue-todigital converter for further processing
by the central module.
Red LEDs light briefly to indicate
each analogue-to-digital conversion.
The frequency of the input signals is
shown on two further LEDs.

2/24

potential-free
optocoupler output
from certified intrinsically
safe systems

FHF
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2.5 Analogue inputs Z51-AE...
Z51-AE231 connection diagram
EEx ia I

Z51-AE231
PT100 platinum temperature resistors
can be connected directly to the Z51AE231 module without additional
external electronics.
For example, certified accessories
(Annex 1) and accessories as defined
in the BVS list of accessories for
intrinsically safe electrical systems.

(PT100) =1.42 mA

FHF
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2.5 Analogue inputs Z51-AE...
Technical data
Analogue inputs

Z51-AE25

Z51-AE29

Z51-AE219

Input range

0 ... 20 mA

4 ... 20 mA

0.4 ... 2 V

Number of inputs
- Isolation
in accordance with EN..
- Type

2

2

2

yes, transformer
individually from one another
and from the station bus

yes, transformer
individually from one another
and from the station bus

yes, transformer
individually from one another
and from the station bus

Sender connection
Input resistance
Response time

2 wires
0.1 kW
10 ms

2 wires
0.1 kW
10 ms

2 wires
1.9 kW

Analogue-to-digital
conversion
- Form
- Principle
- Conversion time

8-bit
consecutive, ready/busy
75 µs

8-bit
consecutive, ready/busy
75 µs

8-bit
consecutive, ready/busy
75 µs

Permitted input values
- Common mode max.
- Common mode max.

45 mA
60 VAC/DC

45 mA
60 VAC/DC

V
VAC/DC

Suppression of
interference voltage
- Common mode
- Common mode

<= -95 dB
<= -36 dB

<= -95 dB
<= -36 dB

<= -95 dB
<= -36 dB

Error limits
- Basic error
- Usage error

± 6
± 12 

± 6
± 12 

± 6
± 12 

1 red LED per channel
- lights when data transferred
to station bus

1 red LED per channel
- lights when data transferred
to station bus

1 red LED per channel
- lights when data transferred
to station bus

Current consumption
from the station bus (5V)

30 mA

30 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and
certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection
mode
- BVS no.

EEx ib ia I
BVS 88.1061 X

EEx ib ia I
BVS 88.1061 X

EEx ib ia I
BVS 88.1061 X

Operating conditions

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

Dimensions
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm

Weight

0.14 kg

0.14 kg

0.14 kg

Diagnostics
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2.5 Analogue inputs Z51-AE...
Technical data
Analogue inputs

Z51-AE241

Z51-AE231

Input range

5 ... 15 Hz

0 ... 120°C (Pt100)

Number of inputs
- Isolation
in accordance with EN..
- Type

2

2

yes
optocoupler

no

Input circuits
- Voltage
- Input resistance

8 ... 20 V (note polarity)
approx. 2.2 kW

Analogue-to-digital
conversion
- Form
- Principle

8-bit
consecutive,
ready/busy
75 µs

8-bit
consecutive,
ready/busy
75 µs

8-bit

8-bit

± 6
± 12 

± 6
± 12 

1 red LED per channel
- lights when data transferred to
station bus 1 red LED per channel
showing frequency of input signals

1 red LED per channel
- lights when data transferred to
station bus 1 red LED per channel
showing frequency of input signals

Current consumption
from the station bus (5V)

approx. 30 mA

approx. 30 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and
certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection
mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
93.C.1167 U

EEx ia I
88.1061 X

Operating conditions

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

within and outside
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.11 kg

0.11 kg

- Conversion time
Resolution
Error limits
- Basic error
- Usage error
Diagnostics

FHF
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2.6 Analogue outputs Z51-AA...
Z51-AA212

Ordering information
Identification
Analogue output 2-fold 0 to 20 mA
Analogue output 2-fold 0 to 1 V

The analogue output modules
transmit digital values from the ZM51
station bus, after converting them to
analogue signals, for example for
external displays or as control values
for the process.
A red LED for each channel indicates
briefly that the digital-to-analogue
conversion is taking place. The
module addresses can be set using a
three-way DIL switch.
If data transmission fails, that is there
are no new incoming digital values,
the modules continue to output
analogue values corresponding to the
most recently received digital values.

FHF
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Analogue output Z51-AA25

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

-----

Z51-AA25

150 410 05

EEx ib ia I Z51-AA212 150 411 22

Z51-AA25 connection diagram

The Z51-AA25 analogue output
module requires a 24 VDC auxiliary
voltage and is only used outside
firedamp-endangered operating
environments.
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2.6 Analogue outputs Z51-AA...
Z51-AA212 connection diagram
EEx ib ia I

Analogue output Z51-AA212
The connection of electrical
equipment to the intrinsically safe
output circuits of the Z51-AA212
analogue output in the Z51-iST..
telemetry station must be tested and
certified.
Note:
If a Z51-iST.. telemetry station requires
analogue signals other than 0 to 1 V,
the Z51-SM61 interface module must
be added to the Z51-AA212 analogue
output module. The Z51-SM61
interface module provides the
following output signals:
0 to 1 mA; 0 to 2.5 mA; 0 to 5 mA;
0 to 10 mA; 0 to 20 mA; 0 to 10 mA;
0 to 20 mA; 4 to 20 mA; 0 to 10 V.
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2.6 Analogue outputs Z51-AA...
Technical data
Analogue output

Z51-AA25

Output range

0 ... 20 mA

Number of outputs
- Isolation
in accordance with EN..
Reference potential (common)

2
no
0 V=ZM51 station bus +
0 V=ext. 24 VDC auxiliary

Load resistance
- for voltage outputs
- for current outputs
- Connection type

450 W
2 wires

Digital-to-analogue conversion
- Form
- Conversion time

8-bit (256 units correspond to rated value)
typically 1 ms

Short circuit protection
Short circuit current
Open-circuit voltage


13 V

Error limits
- Basic error
- Usage error (0... 40°C)

± 6
±10 

Diagnostics

1 red LED per channel-lights on digital-to-analogue conversion

1. Internal power supply
- Current consumption
2. External power supply
- Rated voltage
- Range incl. ripple
- Ripple USS
- Current consumption
typically 50 mA

typically 35 mA
+ 24 VDC
35 V
max. 4 V

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Operating conditions

not within firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm

Weight

0.11 kg

FHF
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2.9 Analogueoutputs Z51-AA212
Technical data
Analogue output

Z51-AA212

Output range

0 ... 1 V

Number of outputs
- Isolation
in accordance with EN..
Reference potential (common)

2
no
0 V = ZM51 station bus

Load resistance
- for voltage outputs
- for current outputs
- Connection type

min. 1 kW

2 wires

Digital-to-analogue conversion
- Form
- Conversion time
Short circuit protection
Short circuit current
Open-circuit voltage

8-bit (256 units correspond to rated value)
typically 1 ms
yes
15 mA


Error limits
- Basic error
- Usage error (0... 40°C)

± 6
±10 

Line length (with shield)

max 100 m

Diagnostics

1 red LED per channel-lights on digital-to-analogue conversion

Current consumption
from station bus (5V)

typically 35 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ib ia I
88.1061 X

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions
(W x H x D)

55 x 110 x 40 mm

Weight

0.11 kg
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2.7 Diagnostics module Z51-DM11
Z51-DM11

Ordering information
Identification

Explosion
protection mode

Diagnosemodul

EEx ia I

Type

Part no.

Z51-DM11 150 604 21

The Z51-DM11 diagnostics module
displays the operating status of a
ZM51 system. It gives an overview of
the type of faults which have
occurred.
The diagnostics module does not use
an I/O address from the central
module. The maximum number of I/O
modules for each ZM12 central
module remains 8.

Z51-DM11 connection diagram

Output 1: DCE(Data transmission
fault)
 Break in the longdistance line
 Corrupt telegram
 Failure of station on the
line
Output 2: PLC (Program fault)
Faults during checksum
creation.
PLC program stopped.
Output 3: INT (Fault in the station)
 Station bus interrupt
 Module hardware failure
Output 4: EXT (Fault in partner
station)
 Station bus interrupt
 Module hardware failure
(input module)
Output 5: RES (Cold start)
Output 6: SUM (Collective alarm
contact)
LED is lit when the station
or system is functioning
without faults. It goes out
when a fault occurs.

FHF
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Confirmation input
A confirmation can be obtained:
 by pressing the confirmation pushbutton
 by connecting input 1 with the 5 V
supply from the Z51-FGW11E
station power supply
If the push-button is pressed or the
connection is made for a brief period
(approx. 1 second) the alarms are
cancelled.
If the push-button is pressed or the
connection is made for a longer
period (several seconds), the ZM51
station relearns all the transmitters on
the ZM51 line and stores them in its
table.

EEx ia I
5V from Z51-FGW11E station power supply

confirmation input

The following conditions can be
output from the 6 outputs and
displayed using LEDs:

confirmation
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2.10 Diagnostics module Z51-DM11
Technical data
Diagnostics module

Z51-DM11

Inputs
Isolation
- Type

1
yes, but not suited for the connection of external intrinsically safe power circuits
optocoupler

Input voltage (rated value)
- for signal 0
- for signal 1

5V
0 to +1,5 V
+3.5 to +5 V

Input current (rated value)
2.6 mA (at signal 1)
Outputs
Isolation
- Type

6
yes, but not suited for the connection of external intrinsically safe power circuits
optocoupler

Switching capacity
- Voltage
- Current

max. 5 V / min. 3 V
max. 0.2 A

Voltage drop at 1 signal
Residual current at 0 signal

2.1 V
0.1 mA

Current consumption
- internal (station bus)

< 0.15 mA + 1.5 mA for each active output

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.112 kg
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Z51-SM11

Ordering information
Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Interface module TTL / RS323

EEx ia I

Z51-SM11

150 601 21

Interface module TTL / TTY

EEx ia I

Z51-SM21

150 602 21

Interface modulel

EEx ia I

Z51-SM61

150 606 21

Identification

Z51-SM11

U/I bzw. U/U-Wandler

Z51-SM11 connection diagram
EEx ia I

The Z51-SM11 interface module
converts TTL levels into RS232
interface signals and vice versa.
There is a 5 VDC power supply to the
module. An LED shows that the
voltage supply is correct.
On the face of the module is a 20-pin
ZM51 bus connector (RxTxconnector).
On the front there is a 25-pin interface
connector (DB25 socket). The
interface module has gravity switches
(S1...S6) to allow the individual signals
to be adapted (negation).
Using the Z51-SM11 interface
module, interface signals from Z51MD11/31/511 modems can be
converted to RS232 level for
connection to computers, Z51K-2112
units (COM1) or Z51-SEA11 units.

with 8000A80 connector to
Z51-MD modem (to the
left of the SM11)

from FGW11E

FHF
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Z51-SM11 block diagram
DB25
socket

Common return

Transmission data

Receive data

T on

Switch on transmit
component

Receive signal
level

R level

Ready status

Jabber control

(external)
(external)

Note:
Hinweis:
RS232
connections
RS232-Anschlüsse
are
shown
in
sind mit Großbuchcapital
letters.
staben bezeichnet
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Z51-SM11 connections and settings
'%SLQDVVLJPHQW
IRUFRQQHFWLRQWR77/LQWHUIDFHIRUFRQQHFWLRQWR9LQWHUIDFH




5HFHLYHVLJQDOOHYHOV '&'

5HFHLYHVLJQDOOHYHOV GFG

&RPPRQUHWXUQV 6*
5HDG\VWDWXV '65
5HDG\VWDWXV GVU

6ZLWFKRQWUDQVPLWFRPSRQHQW 576

6ZLWFKRQWUDQVPLW
17
Switch on
FRPSRQHQW
UWV
transmit component
(rts)
(PSIDQJVGDWHQ
U[G
16
Receive data (rxd)
6HQGHGDWHQ
15
Transmit dataW[G
(txd)


4 Switch on transmit component (RTS)
5HFHLYHGDWD 5;'
3 Receive data (RXD)
6HQGHGDWHQ 7;'
2 Transmit data (TXD)
8-DEEHU
1 U-Jabber




Gravity switches
Factory setting

Example of connecting a Z51K-2112 (TTL) to a PC (RS232) with a Z51-SM11 (TTL/RS232) level converter

FHF
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Technical data
Interface module

Z51-SM11

Supply voltage
- Tolerance

5V
±5%

Current consumption
- idle
- operation

approx. 10 mA
approx. 25 mA

Max. transmission speed

19200 bits/s

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.106 kg
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Z51-SM21

Z51-SM21

The Z51-SM21 interface module can
either convert signals in both
directions from TTL level to TTY level
and galvanically isolate them, or
galvanically isolate two TTY circuits.
The TTL inputs and outputs are in the
form of 0 V rxd and txd UART signals.
The TTY side corresponds to the
specifications on line current in
BB22444, part 3.

Z51-SM21 connection diagram
EEx ia I

Empfangen
Receive

TTY
Senden
Transmit

The module allows data to be
transferred directly in both directions
and individually in each direction. This
can be optionally inverted using
switches.
The inputs and outputs are
galvanically isolated using
optocouplers.
The TTL side can use either 12 V or 5
V.
The TTY (transmitter) side has a 12 V
supply.
When two units are connected, one
transmit loop and one receive loop
are created.
The impressed current on the transmit
loop is 20 mA. The transmitter
supplies a current of approx. 20 mA
when the supply voltage is 12 V (+Uv).

89

$$
+O
-O

+I

89

-I

((

Z51-SM21

The maximum data transmission
speed is 19200 baud.
7['
'
[5

['7

5['

Pol.
Normal
Pol. normal
Pol. inverted
Pol.
Invers

3RZHU
77<
999

+12V

0V

I

77/

O

($

I

O

($

txd

-I/O

($

rxd

TTL
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Z51-SM21 block diagram

Computer

I

O

I

2/40

Receive

Transmit

O

I

O

O

I

I

O

FHF
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Example of connecting a Z51K-2112 (TTL) to a computer (TTY) with a Z51-SM21 (TTL/TTY) level converter

Receive

Transmit

Computer
with BB22444
interface,
e.g. M70

Pol. normal
Pol. inverted

I

FHF

O

I

O -I/O

Funke+Huster  Fernsig
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Technical data
Interface module

Z51-SM21

Voltage (logic circuit)

5 V or 12 V

Current consumption

60 mA / 5 V or 60 mA / 12 V

Max. transmission speed

19200 bits/s

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.12 kg
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Z51-SM61

Z51-SM61

The Z51-SM61 interface module
allows consumers which use signals
other than 0 to 1 V to be connected to
the outputs of the Z51-AA212
analogue output module. The Z51AA212 analogue output module only
supplies 0 to 1 V and is galvanically
connected to the station power
supply.
The interface module galvanically
isolates the consumer from the Z51AA212 analogue output. The ZM51
station and the consumer can be
supplied by different intrinsically safe
power sources. In particular, the Z51SM61 allows consumers to operate
with higher currents and voltages
than are normally supplied by ZM51
stations.
The consumers can be, for example,
solenoid valves, which set a flow
quantity in proportion to a 4 to 20 mA
set-point signal, or the control
elements of a vibration gutter feeder,
which are controlled by a 0 to 10 V
signal.

Z51-SM61 connection diagram
EEx ia I

The following output signal values are
available :
0 - 1 mA
0  2.5 mA
0 - 5 mA
0 - 10 mA
0 - 20 mA
4 - 20 mA
0 - 10 V
The output currents can be set using
DIP switches. A separate output is
available for the voltage signal.
The output signals draw on the 0 V
potential of the power supply on the
secondary side.

FHF
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Operating mode
The Z51-SM61 interface module
creates a proportional frequency from
the 0-1 V input voltage, using a
voltage-to-frequency converter, which
transfers the proportional output
frequency to the secondary side via
an optocoupler. The transfer
frequency is indicated by the FKT
LED.
The 0-1 V input side is supplied from
the ZM51 stations 5 V supply.
The secondary side is supplied from
the 12 V mains power supply, which
also supplies the consumer.
The optocouplers output frequency is
converted into a proportional voltage
using a frequency-to-voltage

converter. A voltage-controlled
current source uses this to create the
selected set-point value ( 0 - 1 mA, ...
4 - 20 mA) for the consumer. The
consumer is connected between 0 V
and +Ia, so the set value is related
to 0 V. The consumers maximum load
resistance can be 250 W with a 12 V
supply and an output value of ...20
mA. For the other current options it is
correspondingly higher.
The output current range is chosen
using DIP switches on the top of the
module. To select the 4  20 mA
range, switch the 4-...mA switch in
the block of 2 and the 4-20mA
switch in the block of 6 on.

To select the other ranges (0 - 1 mA,...
0 - 20 mA), the 0-...mA switch in the
block of 2 must be closed (4-...mA
open) and the appropriate range
switch in the block of 6 must also be
closed.
The Z51-SM61 interface module has a
0  10 V voltage output +Ua as well
as current outputs. To use this output
the 0-...mA switch in the block of 2
must be switched on. The remaining
switch settings are not of any significance.
If necessary the output value can be
corrected using the externally accessible potentiometers Min and Max.

Z51-SM61 block diagram

Choice of range
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2.8 Interface modules Z51-SM..
Technical data

Interface module

Z51-SM61

Primary side (input)
Supply
Current requirement

5V±5%
< 5 mA

Set-point input

0 - 1 V (0 V related)

Secondary side (output)
Supply

Outputs

12 V (11 - 15 V)
approx. 10 mA + output current
Current (+Ia) 0 - 1
0 - 2,5
0-5
0 - 10
0 - 20
4 - 20

mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA

Voltage (+Ua)

0  10

V

Isolation of inputs/outputs

0,5 kV (intrinsically safe via optocoupler)

Temperature dependency
Linearity error
Load influence
Adjustment tolerance

max. load
5 kW
max. load
2 kW
max. load
1 kW
max. load 500 W
max. load 250 W
max. load 250 W
max. load

5 kW

<±1%
< ± 1,2 %
< ± 0,5 %
< ± 0,5 % (4 - 20 mA setting)
< ± 1 % remaining current ranges
The output values can be checked using
the potentiometers Min and Max.

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

- 20 to +40 °C
- 30 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
93.C.1017 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

approx. 0.115 kg

FHF
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2.8 Interface module Z51-SM61
Z51-SM61 Settings

0 - 2.5 mA

any setting
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2.9 Station power supplies HMA.. / HMG..
HMA..S05

Ordering information
Identification
Mains power supply

HMA..S05 Mains power supply
The HMA..S05 mains power supply is
used when a ZM51 station is to be
supplied with 230 VAC.
The mains power supply provides the
following direct voltage:
Ua = 5 V / 3 A (15 W) / 6 A (30 W)

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

-----

HMA..S05

150 500 01

Ua (electronically controlled) supplies
the central module, modem and I/O
modules.
The voltage is supplied to the central
module and reaches the other
modules via the ZM51 station bus (20
pin flat ribbon cable).

HMA..S05 connection diagram

*1'

9

Mains power
supply
1HW]JHUlW
+0$6

,19$&
+]
9'&

0.40 A

,PD[ $
2879'&

3.0 A

$

,1
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2.9 Station power supplies HMA.. / HMG..
HMA..S05 Dimension drawing
21,5

10

12,0

1,0

90 ± 1,0

113 ± 1,0

12,5

35,0 ± 1,0

65 ± 0,5
70 ± 1,0

Technical data

Mains power supply

HMA..S05

Supply voltage
- AC input voltage
- DC input voltage
Mains frequency
- Rated value
- Permissible range
Current consumption

50 / 60 Hz
50 ... 400 Hz
max. 40 mA

Output Ua
- Rated voltage
- Voltage tolerance
- Current
- Short circuit protection

5V
£ ± 1%
3 A (15 W) / 6 A (30 W)
overload response: permanent

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-25 to +65°C
-45 to +85°C

Operating conditions

not within firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

see dimension drawing

Weight

approx. 0.39 kg
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100 ... 240 VAC
100 ... 375 VDC

FHF
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2.9 Station power supplies HMA.. / HMG..
HMG..24S05

Ordering information
Identification
DC converter 24 V

HMG..24S05 DC converter
The HMG..24S05 DC converter is
used in any location where a
ZM51 station has a DC voltage
supply.
It converts the DC voltage at its
input terminals (rated voltage 24
V) over a large input voltage
range to the following output
voltages:
Ua = 5 V / 3 A (15 W) / 6 A (30 W)

Type

Explosion
protection mode

-----

Part no.

HMG..24S05 150 501 01

Ua supplies the central module,
modem and I/O modules.
The voltage is supplied to the
central module and reaches the
other modules via the ZM51
station bus (20 pin flat ribbon
cable).

HMA..S05 connection diagram

*1'

9

*OHLFKVSDQQXQJV

DC
converter
ZDQGOHU
+0*6

,19'&


2879'&

3.0 A

$

,1
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2.9 Station power supplies HMA.. / HMG..
HMG..24S05 dimension drawing
21,5

10

12,0

1,0

90 ± 1,0

113 ± 1,0

12,5

35,0 ± 1,0

65 ± 0,5
70 ± 1,0

Technical data

DC converter

HMG..24S05

Supply voltage
- DC input voltage
Current consumption

20 ... 72 VDC
max. 40 mA

Output Ua
- Rated voltage
- Voltage tolerance
- Current
- Short circuit protection

5V
£ ± 1%
3 A (15 W) / 6 A (30 W)
overload response: permanent

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-25 to +65°C
-45 to +85°C

Operating conditions

not within firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

see dimension drawing

Weight

approx. 0.39 kg
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2.10 Station power supply Z51-FGW11E
Z51-FGW11E

Ordering information
Identification
DC converter 6...24 V
The Z51-FGW11E DD converter
provides an intrinsically safe 5 V DC
supply for Z51 modules, for example
in Z51-iST3.. telemetry stations. The
input voltage can vary between 8 VDC
and 24 VDC.
The output voltage is 5 VDC (± 2 %)
at a maximum output current of 500
mA.
The efficiency is dependent on the
input voltage and ranges between
49% and 73%. The input voltage has
polarity inversion protection.

The DC converter is a pulse-width
modulated switch mode mains power
supply.
The DC/DC converter is protected
with input protection diodes and an
output current melting fuse, to ensure
that it is externally intrinsically safe.
A regulator with a pulse-width
modulator monitors the output current
and the output voltage and controls
the DC/DC converter.
A three-fold Zener barrier ensures that
output voltage does not exceed 5.7 V
if the regulator is faulty.

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

EEx ib ia I Z51-FGW11E 150 502 22
To ensure that the DC converter starts
easily, a Z51-LA11 load switch can be
connected.
An F10 EMC filter can be connected
between the power supply (..NG.. /
..NV..) and the Z51FGW11E DC
converter to filter the DC supply
circuit (see section 2.15, F10 EMC
Filter).

Z51-FGW11 connection diagram
EEx ib ia I

Supplied by:
NG3 .. ib, NG2 .. ia or
NV2.1-12iaE or
comb. of NG3 .. ib + NV2.1-12iaE

The DC converter can be supplied by
the following F+H units:
- Mains power supplies
 NG3 .. ib
 NG2 .. ia
- Emergency power supply
 NV2.1-12iaE
- Combination of
 NG3 .. ib and NV2.1-12iaE

ZM51 module
or Z51-LA11

FHF
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2.10 Station power supply Z51-FGW11E
Z51-FGW11E block diagram

Controller

Input

Output

DC/DC converter with current-sensing
resistor (Ri) and output fuse

2/52

Three-fold Zener
barrier with output
filtering
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2.10 Station power supply Z51-FGW11E
Z51-FGW11E dimension drawing
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2.10 Station power supply Z51-FGW11E
Technical data

DC converter

Z51-FGW11E

Input data
Rated input voltage
Rated input current
Input voltage range

12 V
310 mA
6 to 24 V

Output data
Output voltage
Rated output current
Rated efficiency
Output ripple
Output short circuit current

5V ±2%
500 mA
67 %
max. 60 mVss
max. 580 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

0 to +40 °C
-30 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ib ia I
96.D.1039 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

see dimension drawing

Weight

approx. 0.1 kg
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2.11 Active star coupler Z51-SKA11
Z51-SKA11

Ordering information
Identification
Active star coupler

Z51-SKA11
The Z51-SKA11 active star coupler
can be used to connect between 2
and a maximum of 32 ZM51 stations
(lines). It can also be used as a
repeater, when the distance to be
covered is greater than the range of
the modem.
The Z51-SKA11 active star coupler
requires a +5 V DC supply. The star
couplers in a coupling station are
connected with one another using the
8000A52 module connector (see
section 2.12: Module connectors). For
this reason only one of the star
couplers is connected to the supply
voltage.
If one of the star couplers in the
coupling station receives a flow of
data, the remaining star couplers are
switched to transmit, so that they can
pass on the data flow. The DCD LED
indicates whether data is being
received.
The star coupler regenerates the
signal it has received and removes
random distortion (jitter). This raises
the signal level.
Modems are connected to the star
coupler using the 8000A80 module
connector (see section 2.12: Module
connectors).

Explosion
protection mode

EEx ia I

Type

Part no.

Z51-SKA11 150 600 21

Z51-SKA11 connection diagram
EEx ia I

with 8000A80 connector to
Z51-MD modem (to the
left of the SKA11)
from FGW11E

from FGW11E

FHF
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2.11 Active star coupler Z51-SKA11
Examples

ZM51
repeater
station

ZM51
star coupler
station

8000A80
module connector

8000A52
module connector

long-distance line

from FGW11E

long-distance line

Technical data
Active star coupler

Z51-SKA11

Supply voltage
- Tolerance

+ 5 VDC
±5%

Current consumption

6 mA plus modem

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +55 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
89.B.1089 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.112 kg
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2.12 Module connectors 8000A..
8000A9.

Ordering information
Identification

Type

Part no.

Module connector

for ZM12 + 1 x I/O module

8000A91

150 790 01

Module connector

for ZM12 + 2 x I/O modules

8000A92

150 790 02

Module connector

for ZM12 + 3 x I/O modules

8000A93

150 790 03

Module connector

for ZM12 + 4 x I/O modules

8000A94

150 790 04

Module connector

for ZM12 + 5 x I/O modules

8000A95

150 790 05

Module connector

for ZM12 + 6 x I/O modules

8000A96

150 790 06

Module connector

for ZM12 + 7 x I/O modules

8000A97

150 790 07

Module connector

for ZM12 + 8 x I/O modules

8000A98

150 790 08

for ZM12 + 8 x E/A-modules

8000A99

150 790 09

Type

Part no.

8000A80

150 790 21

Module connector and 1 x diagnostics module
The 8000A91 to 8000A98 module
connectors are 20-pin Faston
connector cables. They connect the
Z51-ZM12 central modules (CPU) with
the input and output modules to
create a station bus.

8000A80

Ordering information
Identification
Module connector

for ZM12 + modem etc.

The 8000A80 module connector is a 20-pin Faston
connector cable, used to connect:
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Z51-ZM12 and Z51-MD...
Z51-SM11 and Z51-MD...
Z51-SKA11 and Z51-MD...
Z51-ZM12 and Z51-SM11
Z51K-2112/2113 (COM2) and Z51-MD...
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2.12 Module connectors 8000A..
Ordering information
Identification
Module connector

for active star couplers

Type

Part no.

8000A52

150 790 18

The 8000A52 is a 20-pin Faston
connector cable used to connect
active star couplers (see section 2.12,
page 2/58)
The standard connector is designed
for 6 x Z51-SKA11. It can be
shortened.

8000A52
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2.13 Z51K-2112/2113 compact automation unit
Ordering information
Identification

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Compact automation unit

EEx ia I

Z51K-2112 150 800 55

Compact automation unit
with line fault protected inputs

EEx ia I

Z51K-2113 150 800 56

Z51K-2112

Application
The intrinsically safe Z51K-2112 and
Z51K-2113 compact automation units
are powerful and compact
automation and telemetry stations for
use in environments where there is a
risk of firedamp.
The special features of these units are
a fast PLC and the wide range of
communication options.
The software installed on the Z51K- .
compact automation units allows
them to be used for automation tasks
as well as for remote data
transmission.

FHF
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The Z51K- . compact automation
units can be used in the following
areas:

· supply of embankment building
materials
· points control system
· shaft signalling units (as an input
system)

· ventilation door control system
· control of water treatment plants
· fan control systems
· gateway between ZM51 and
BB22444
· conveyor control
· continuous control systems
· rail signalling system
radio controller for data transmission
using the MR90 mobile radio system
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2.13 Z51K-2112/2113 compact automation unit
Z51K-.... connection diagram
EEx ia I
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2.13 Z51K-2112/2113 compact automation unit
Internal inputs and outputs
The integrated input and output
modules in the Z51-K
compact automation units
replace the following five ZM51 I/
O modules:

Inputs/Outputs
Module

Z51K-2112

Z51K-2113

Identification

M1

8 binary inputs
Optocoupler
(@ Z51-DE87)

line fault protected
(@ Z51-DE84)

8 binary inputs

M1 / 1 - 8

M2

8 binary inputs
Optocoupler
(@ Z51-DE87)

8 binary inputs
line fault protected
(@ Z51-DE84)

M2 / 1 - 8

M3

8 binary outputs optocoupler (@ Z51-DA85)

M3 / 1 - 8

M4

2 analogue inputs 5 - 15 Hz (@ Z51-AE241)

M4 / 1 - 2

M5

2 analogue inputs 5 - 15 Hz (@ Z51-AE241)

M5 / 1  2

External inputs/outputs
A further eight ZM51 external
input or output modules
(modules 10  17) can be
connected to the Z51K-....
compact automation units using
the 8000A.. module connectors
(station bus).
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Remote data transmission

The following telemetry protocols are available for remote data transmission:
l

l

l

For connections to supervisory control centres and third-party automation
units in the mining industry there is an interface in accordance with the
BB22444 mining regulation (point-to-point connection, master-slave).
Two field bus interfaces to the ZM51 system have been implemented
(multimaster-to-multipoint connection) for serial reception of more distant
peripheral signals. This allows inferior ZM51 stations to be connected.
In addition several Z51K compact automation units can be connected
together to form a network using the Z5KOM protocol (up to 254 stations,
master-slave multipoint connection). By using the Z51K as a repeater and
regenerator, longer distances can be covered using branchoff operations.

All the protocols described above are integrated in the Z51K. Users can choose
the protocol they want to use by means of simple configuration commands.

PLC

The PLC is taken from the ZM51 system. The programming syntax is fully
compatible with the ZM51 version. However, functions have been added for
medium-sized and larger automation tasks. The PLC instruction list is stored in
an EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable ROM).
PLC characteristics:

3800
1024
256
64
32

256

instructions
flag bits
flag words
timers
counted values

peripheral modules

The integrated plain text display system allows text and menus to be displayed
on the Z51-AM12 display module (see section 2.14). The plain text display
system is controlled by the PLC. The texts can be configured as required and
are stored in the EEPROM.
From version 2.00 of the operating system onwards, the Z51K allows up to 40
parameter words to be transferred to a PLC program. As a result, PLC programs
can be adapted to new operating environments without changes to the
program being necessary. Using the Z51-AM12 display and a keyboard,
parameters can be changed on site using a menu-driven system.
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123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789

Z51K-21..
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
ZM51
123456
123456
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
ZM51
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567 ZM51
1234567
1234567

12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678

12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678

12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678

12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678

Central
unit
Zentrale

BB22444

Z51K-21..

Central unit
Zentrale

BB22444

Z51K-21..
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
ZM51
1234567
1234567
123456
123456
123456
123456 ZM51
123456
123456
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The Z51K compact automation unit is
an ideal complement to the ZM51
system. In situations where the ZM51,
with its Z5 communications protocol
and module-oriented data structures,
is no longer sufficient, the Z51K can be
implemented seamlessly. The Z51K
has additional memory capacity
which allows it to receive, process and
forward to a superior system the data
from a full-size ZM51 telemetry line. A
full-size ZM51 telemetry line can
control up to 256 I/O modules. The
Z51K compact automation unit can
receive the data from the line to which
it is connected, but can also take an
active part in the ZM51 transmission
cycle. The PLC has read and write
access to all participants, which
means that the ZM51 can be used as
an incoming bus close to the sensors
and the actuators, while the

processing is done by the centrallylocated Z51K. A PLC program can
therefore be installed centrally to
control the functioning of the entire
line. As the PLC program can be
stored in the Z51Ks EEPROM, the
time-consuming and difficult task of
changing EEPROMs below ground is
avoided. It is also possible to use a
distributive PLC, so that preprocessing is carried out by the
individual ZM51 substations and only
processed data is transmitted to the
Z51K.

The integrated BB22444 mining
regulation interface allows the Z51K to
communicate directly with most
master computers and automation
units used in the mining industry. All
the parameters necessary for the
connection can be easily configured
and adapted to the prevailing
conditions. Larger quantities of data
can be transmitted to the master

computer by simulating several
telemetry stations in accordance with
BB22444.

Another application for the automation
unit can be developed from the two
examples above:
The software is designed in such a
way that the Z51K can be used
directly as a protocol converter or
gateway between the Z5 protocol from
the ZM51 environment and the
BB22444 protocol in the master
computer.
The mapping of the ZM51 data to the
master system can be configured to
suit almost any requirements. The
mapping of the ZM51 addresses to
the master computer is not predefined. The user data contents of the
BB22444 telegrams can be freely
configured via an interim memory. This

gives users a large degree of freedom
in allocating addresses in their
telemetry networks. It is also easy to
integrate changes and extensions to
the telemetry line at a later date.
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FernRemote
123456
bus 123456
bus
123456

123456
123456
123456 ZM51
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567 ZM51

12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678

Z51K-21..
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
ZM51
1234567
1234567

1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567 ZM51
1234567
1234567
NahLocal
bus
bus
The Z51K compact automation
system also allows hierarchical buses
to be set up within the ZM51 system.
By pre-processing the data, the
communication traffic can be kept to
a minimum. One example of a
possible combination is as follows:
Ten Z51K units are networked
together using modems. Bus 2
consists of stations 5, 6 and 7
together with their master station 2.
Bus 3 consists of stations 8, 9 and 10
together with their master station 3.
Bus 1 consists of stations 2, 3 and 4
together with their master station 1.
Buses 1 to 3 work independently of
one another. Stations 2 and 3 are

linearer
Bus
linear bus
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
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123456
123456

1234567
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1234567
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1234567

If more than the eight external I/O
modules provided by the Z51K are
needed for a particular process
control system, an I/O extension can
be connected via one of the two serial
ports. Using the Z51-ZM12 central
modules eight further I/O modules
respectively can be connected.
Communication takes place via one of
the two ZM51 drivers using the
standard Z5 protocol. This allows the
Z51K to be integrated into an existing

Bus 1
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123456789
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1234
1234
SK
1234

Bus 3

12348
1234
1234
1234
1234

used as gateways to connect bus 2
and bus 3 with bus 1.
Transmission faults on one bus do not
affect transmission on the other
buses. This allows installation and
configuration work to be carried out
without affecting the functioning of the
remainder of the system. Each of the

sternförmistar
gesnetwork
Netz
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567

123456781
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678

Bus 2
123456789
5
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789
123456789

ZM51 telemetry network and still work
autonomously. Line faults and failures
on the telemetry bus have no effect on
the local process control. All Z51ZM12 operating system versions from
version 1.36 onwards can be used.

stations 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 can also
operate a ZM51 telemetry bus with
256 I/O modules and process its data.
Only the results are transmitted to the
inferior buses. The transmission
technology is the same as that of the
ZM51, that is the transmission range
is the same (up to 20 km, depending
on the modem and cable).

The ZM51 modems, as before, can be
networked into linear buses and star
networks (with active and passive star
couplers).
FHF
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Z51K.. Hardware functions

Z51K compact automation unit hardware functions
COM0
TERMINAL
CONNECTOR

96 KB RAM
128 KB EPROM
32 KB EEPROM

COM1
BB22444
Z5KOM

COM2
ZM51
Z5KOM

80C32 CPU

32 KB RAM
64 KB EPROM

Dualported
RAM

80C32
Coprocessor

REAL-TIME
CLOCK
SWITCH
LEDs
External
I/O

The Z51K compact automation unit
has two processors which, from a
functional viewpoint, can be
described as a DCE CPU and a PLC
coprocessor.
The DCE CPU controls all the system
components needed for
communication with the outside
world. The PLC coprocessor controls
the local I/O modules.
The CPU is a 80C32 12 MHz
microcontroller. The operating system
of the compact automation unit is
stored on a 128 KB EPROM. An
external pluggable module (Z51SP12) can be used to add another 64
KB EPROM. The Z51K comes as
standard with 96 KB RAM which is
used to store running variables and,
with a battery back-up, to allow a
restart without data loss. A 32 KB
EEPROM is used to store parameters
and the PLC instruction list. The data
is not lost in the case of a power
failure and is not dependent on a
battery. In addition to the COM0 port
(terminal connector, miniature 5-pin
jack) which allows a terminal or other
FHF
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display device to be connected, there
are two communications ports (UART
modules) belonging to the CPU. The
COM1 port is a 25-pin D-Sub
connector.
A ZM51 modem can be connected
directly to the 20-pin COM2
communication port using a 8000A80
module connector. A programmable
baud rate generator allows transmission rates between 300 and 19200
baud. The integrated real-time clock
is used as a long-term timer. An inbuilt
watchdog monitors the execution of
programs and, in the case of errors,
initiates a reset.
The lithium RAM back-up battery is
monitored cyclically. If the battery
voltage is Ubatt < 2.6V, an LED
(LOWBATT) is activated. The unit
continues to function even if the backup battery is low, because all the
important system parameters are
stored in the EEPROM. Only the
functioning of the PLC power-failure
tolerant memory cannot be
guaranteed.

The CPU controls eight diagnostic
LEDs and several DIP switches.
An 8 KB dual-ported RAM connects a
second 80C32 microprocessor to the
CPU. The second processor has 32
KB RAM and a 64 KB operating
system EPROM. This PLC
coprocessor also runs the internal and
external I/O modules. Up to eight
additional external ZM51 modules
can be connected.
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Z51-K.... dimension drawing

Technical data (general)
Compact automation unit

Z51K-2112/2113

Power supply
- Supply voltage
- Current requirement

5V±5%
approx. 95 mA

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.
Z51K-2113: 97.D.1002 U

EEx ia I
Z51K-2112: 91.C.1180 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

see dimension drawing

Weight

approx. 0.5 kg
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2.13 Z51K-2112/2113 compact automation unit

You can find more information about other technical details, such as:
 Hardware
- System components
- Technical data (details)
- Adjustment units
- Display units
 Data transmission
- Process data image
- Routing tables
- Protocol drivers
 Integrated user interface
 PLC coprocessor
- I/O processing
- PLC characteristics
 PLC instruction list
 PLC compiler
 Wiring information
in the following manual:

Z51K-2112 / Z51K-2113
COMPACT AUTOMATION UNIT
DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
ROUTING COMPUTER

DOCUMENTATION

Operating system Version 2.20

FHF
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2.14 Display module Z51-AM12
Ordering information
Identification

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Display module

EEx ia I

Z51-AM12

150 605 22

Z51-AM12
 Universal LCD display module
 Display of text or graphics with text system
controlled by the PLC of the Z51K-2112/
2113 compact automation unit
 Operating system switching
 Inverter for inverting UART signals

Application
The Z51-AM12 display module is a
universal LCD display module.
An integrated intelligent system
allows it to be used in a variety of
situations:
 Display of text or graphics with text
system controlled by the PLC of the
Z51K-2112/2113 compact automation
unit

In L120 loudspeaker main
stations with shut-down and locking
mechanisms to display the status of
the system including service and
diagnostics software

Structure
The Z51-AM12 display module has a
high-grade steel housing which can
be clipped to standard 35mm
mounting rails (module width  3 x
ZM51 standard module housing).
The operating and display
components are on the front of the
module.
There is an LCD display with 8 lines,
each containing 40 characters.
In addition there are two LEDs which
indicate an exchange of data with the
ZM51K-2112/13 compact automation
unit (RxD,TxD).
There is a switch (S3) for the
background lighting, a pushbutton
(S1 Display) for the LCD display and a
reset pushbutton (S2) to reset the
Z51-M12s memory.

Note: You can find a more detailed description of displaying text and graphics with the PLC-controlled text system in
chapter 6 Special functions of the Z51K-2112 / Z51K-2113 manual.
FHF
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2.14 Display module Z51-AM12
Z51-AM12 block diagramL
EEx ia I

CD DISPLAY
8 LINES x 40 CHARACTERS

DISPLAY CONTROLLER

ONLY WITH

ONLY WITH

Z51-AM12

Z51-AM11

DISPLAY

WATCHDOG

SWITCHING
LIGHTING

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

DISPLAY
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2.14 Display module Z51-AM12
Operating system switching
Only applies to units with the production index B.

Operating
system

ON

1

2

3

DIL switches
S5.1

S5.2

S5.3

L120

ON

ON

ON

Z51K-....

OFF

OFF

OFF

The switch S5.1 = ON activates the operating system for the L120 and the
switch S51.1 = OFF activates the operating system for the Z51K-....
For use with an L120 system, the switches S5.2 and S5.3 must be set to ON
(idle state = 0, i.e. inverted UART signals).
For use with the Z51K-...., the switches S5.2 and S5.3 must be set to must be
set to OFF (idle state = 1, i.e. standard UART signals).
The idle state of the UART signals can be set independently of the choice of
operating system.

Z51-AM12 dimension drawing

FHF
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2.14 Display module Z51-AM12
Technical data
Display module

Z51-AM12

5 V power supply
- Current consumption
- Connection

5V±5%
approx. 70 mA
5 V: term. 1.2 ; 0 V: term. 1.3 ; (7.5 V: term. 1.1)

12 V power supply
- Current consumption
- Connection

12 V
approx. 100 mA (with lighting on)
12 V: 2-pin plug-in connector 12 V ; 0 V: 2-pin plug-in connector 0 V

External connections
- Display

Pushbutton (make contact) on term. 1.7 - term. 1.8

- Lighting

Switch in series connection with the source

- Reset

Pushbutton (make contact) on term. 1.9 - term. 1.10

Serial interface
- Connections
- Transmission speed

internal UART TTL level
term. 1.5 TxD (LED OUT) ; term. 1.4: RxD (LED: IN)
2400 baud semi-duplex

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
88.B.1089 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

see dimension drawing

Weight

approx. 0.4 kg
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2.15

Power supply circuit EMC filter F10

Ordering information

F10

Identification
EMC filter power supply circuit (12 VDC)
The F10 EMC filter is used to filter the
DC supply circuit in ZM51 systems
and in L120 *) loudspeaker systems.
It is manufactured in accordance with
explosion protection mode EEx ia I.
The filter is incorporated between the
mains power supply unit (..NG.. /
..NV..) and the station power supply
(Z51-FGW11E) as an interference
suppression filter for EMC purposes.
An LED indicates that the output
voltage is connected with the correct
polarity.

F10 connection diagram

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

EEx ia I

F10

150 783 11

The electronics are in a standard
ZM51 module housing with a block
connector.

*) L120 = Intrinsically safe loudspeaker
system with shut-down and
locking mechanisms

Standard application
EEx ia I

Supplied by:
NG3 .. ib, NG2 .. ia or
comb. of NG3 .. ia + NV2.1-12iaE

Z51
I../O..

Length of cable up to 100m.
Diameter up to 1,5mm2

Mains power supply unit
NG3-12ib

to the Z51-FGW11E
station power supply

FHF
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2.15

Power supply circuit EMC filter F10

F10 circuit diagram

Output +

Input +

Input Output +

Technical Data
Power supply circuit EMC filter

F10

Input and output power circuit
-

Rated voltage
Max. voltage
Max. current
Lint
Cint

12 VDC
13 VDC
1.3 A
negligible
£ 0.5 µF

Connections
- Input power circuit
- Output power circuit
Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

term. 1.1 and term. 1.2
term. 2.1 to term. 2.4
galvanically connected with one another
-20 to +40 °C
-30 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
96.D.1039 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

55 x 110 x 40 mm (W x H x D)

Weight

0.24 kg
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2.16
F11

Long-distance line EMC Filter F11

Ordering information
Identification
Long-distance line EMC filter
The F10 EMC filter is used to filter
audio frequency power circuits in
ZM51 systems and in L120 *)
loudspeaker systems. It is
manufactured in accordance with
explosion protection mode EEx ia I.
The filter is incorporated between the
incoming long-distance line and the
modem (Z51-MD...) as an interference
suppression filter for EMC purposes.
The incoming long-distance line is
connected to the screw connectors
Ext1 and Ext2. The signal is
supplied to the modem via the

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

EEx ia I

F11

150 783 12

terminals Int1 and Int2. The
functional earth (central earthing
point of the ZM51 housing) is
connected to the earth terminal.
The F11 filter housing has a snap-on
fixing for EN mounting rails.

*) L120 = Intrinsically safe loudspeaker
system with shut-down and
locking mechanisms

Standard application

F11 connection diagram
EEx ia I
to Z51-MD
modem

Z51
I../O..

long-distance line

low frequency
coupler
long-distance line

FHF
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2.16

Long-distance line EMC Filter F11

F11 block diagram

Internal
To the modem

External
Long-distance line

Technical data
Long-distance line EMC filter

F11

Internal and external
audio frequency power circuit
- Audio frequency voltage
- Frequency range
- Max. current

up to 1.55 VAC
0.3 to 100 kHz
up to 20 mA

Connections
- Internal
- Extern

term. Int1 and Int2
al
term. 2 x Ext1 and 2 x Ext2
galvanically connected with one another

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-30 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN..
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx ia I
96.D.1039 U

Operating conditions

within and outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

20 x 79.5 x 69 mm (W x H x D, with snap-on fixing)

Weight

0.068 kg
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Z51-iST3..

ZM51 housing
for use in
firedamp-endangered
operating environments

Z51-iST3..

FHF
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Ordering information
Identification

Explosion
protection
mode

Type

Part no.

Housing for 54 modules 700 x 700 x 210

EEx ia I

Z51-iST31

150 730 01

Housing for 36 modules 700 x 500 x 210

EEx ia I

Z51-iST32

150 730 11

Housing for 24 modules 700 x 315 x 210

EEx ia I

Z51-iST33

150 730 21

Housing for 16 modules 500 x 315 x 210

EEx ia I

Z51-iST34

150 730 31

Housing for 5 modules 315 x 248 x 210

EEx ia I

Z51-iST35

150 730 41

Housing for 48 modules 700 x 700 x 120

EEx ia I

Z51-iST311 150 731 01

Housing for 36 modules 700 x 500 x 120

EEx ia I

Z51-iST321 150 731 11

Housing for 24 modules 700 x 315 x 120

EEx ia I

Z51-iST331 150 731 21

Housing for 16 modules 500 x 315 x 120

EEx ia I

Z51-iST341 150 731 31

Housing for 5 modules 315 x 248 x 120

EEx ia I

Z51-iST351 150 731 41

Z51-iST3.. housing
The iST3.. housing is made of 3 mm
sheet steel which is coated with blue
lacquer. It is manufactured in accordance with protection mode IP54. The
lid of the housing is hinged and can
have the following optional additions:
- Viewing panel
- Operating and/or display
components in different
arrangements and combinations (e.g.
command units, push-buttons,
switches, cursor keypad, keyboard
and LEDs).
Cable inlets and/or certified
connectors for intrinsically safe power
circuits can be built into the side walls
of the housing. On the back of the
housing are four M8 blind threaded
holes for mounting the housing.
The iST3.. housing is designed to
contain station units (a station unit
consists of ZM51 modules and
terminals). The maximum number of
station units is 10.
The BVS No. 97.D.1023 certificate of
conformity for type Z51-iST3..
telemetry stations permits the
following ZM51 modules to be
included in each station unit (see the
table on page 3/2):
Seite 3/1

Z51-iST3..

Number

Name

Type

BVS

1

Power supply circuit EMC filter

F10

BVS 96.D.1039

1

DC converter

Z51-FGW11E

96.D.1039 U

1

Central module

Z51-ZM12

88.1061 X

or
or

1
1

Compact automation unit
Compact automation unit

Z51K-2112
Z51K-2113

91.C.1180 U
97.D.1002 U

or
or

1
1

Compact automation unit
Compact automation unit

Z51K-2112
Z51K-2113

91.C.1180 U
97.D.1002 U

up to

4

FSK modems
or
or

Z51-MD11
Z51-MD31
Z51-MD511

88.1061 X
94.C.1124 U
89.B.1089 U

1

Long-distance line EMC filter

F11

96.D.1039 U

up to

8

Digital inputs
or
or
or

*2)

Z51-DE41
Z51-DE44
Z51-DE87
Z51-DE88

88.1061 X
89.B.1089 U
89.B.1089 U
97.D.1067 U

up to

8

Digital outputs
or
or
or

*2)

Z51-DA41
Z51-DA44
Z51-DA85
Z51-DA86

88.1061 X
93.C.1167 U
89.B.1089 U
89.B.1089 U

up to

5

Analogue inputs

Z51-AE241

93.C.1167 U

1

Diagnostics module

Z51-DM11

89.B.1089 U

up to

4

Interface modules

Z51-SM11

89.B.1089 U

up to

4

Interface modules

Z51-SM21

89.B.1089 U

up to

4

Active star couplers

Z51-SKA11

89.B.1089 U

up to

5

Analogue inputs

Z51-AE2..

88.1061 X

up to

5

Analogue outputs

Z51-AA212

88.1061 X

up to

10

Interface modules
in combination with up to 5
Z51-AA212 analogue outputs

Z51-SM61

93.C.1017 U

1

Display module

Z51-AM12

89.B.1089 U

U

*1)

*2)

*3)
*3)

*1) Total of 4 FSK modems per station unit
*2) Total of 8 DE.. , DEA.. , DA.. , AE.. modules on the FGW11E power output circuit
*3) Total of 5 AE.. modules on the FGW11E power output circuit
Seite 3/2
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Z51-iST3..
The maximum number of
ZM51 modules in the Z51iST3.. stations is dependent
on the size of the housing.

FHF
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Housing
type

W

Dimensions
H

D

max. number of
ZM51 modules

Z51-iST31
Z51-iST32
Z51-iST33
Z51-iST34
Z51-iST35
Z51-iST311
Z51-iST321
Z51-iST331
Z51-iST341
Z51-iST351

700
700
700
500
315
700
700
700
500
315

700
500
315
315
248
700
500
315
315
248

210
210
210
210
210
120
120
120
120
120

54
36
24
16
5
48
36
24
16
5
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Z51-iST3..
Housing dimensions
The Z51-iST3.. housings can be
divided into two groups depending
on their depth (120 mm and 210 mm).
The housings with a depth of 120 mm

(Z51-iST311 ... 351) have a mounting
plate on which 35 mm mounting rails
can be fitted to take the station units.
The housings with a depth of 210 mm

have a swivelling mechanism.
Station units can be mounted on
both sides of this.

Z51-iST311 ... 351 dimension drawing
Housing type

Z51-iST311
Z51-iST321
Z51-iST331
Z51-iST341
Z51-iST351

Dimensions
W

H

D

700
700
700
500
315

700
500
315
315
248

120
120
120
120
120
D = 120

Seite 3/4
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Z51-iST3..
Z51-iST311 ... 35 dimension drawing

Housing type
Z51-iST31
Z51-iST32
Z51-iST33
Z51-iST34
Z51-iST35

W
700
700
700
500
315

Dimensions
H
700
500
315
315
248

D
210
210
210
210
210

D = 210

FHF
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Z51-iST3..
The maximum number of terminals in
the Z51-iST3.. stations is dependent
on the size of the housing.

Housing
type
Z51-iST31
Z51-iST32
Z51-iST33
Z51-iST34
Z51-iST35
Z51-iST311
Z51-iST321
Z51-iST331
Z51-iST341
Z51-iST351

W

Dimensions
H

D

max. number of
terminals
per rail

700
700
700
500
315
700
700
700
500
315

700
500
315
315
248
700
500
315
315
248

210
210
210
210
210
120
120
120
120
120

110
110
110
75
45
110
110
110
75
45

Technische Daten
ZM51-Gehäuse

Z51-iST3..

Material

3mm sheet steel

Lacquer

Blue powder coating

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-30 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no

EEx ia I
91.C.1201

Dimensions

see dimension drawings

Housing
type
Z51-iST31
Z51-iST32
Z51-iST33
Z51-iST34
Z51-iST35
Z51-iST311
Z51-iST321
Z51-iST331
Z51-iST341
Z51-iST351

Seite 3/6

W

Dimensions
H

D

Weight empty
kg

700
700
700
500
315
700
700
700
500
315

700
500
315
315
248
700
500
315
315
248

210
210
210
210
210
120
120
120
120
120

48
37
26
19
11
43
32
21
16
9

FHF
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Power supplies
All Z51-iST3.. ZM51 stations used in
firedamp-endangered operating
environments must have one (or a
combination of two) of the following
intrinsically safe, certified (EEx ib ia I)
power supply units:

Mains power supply

NG3-12ib

Mains power supply

NG2-..ia

Combination of
mains power supply and
emergency power supply

NG3-12ib
NV2.1-12iaE

For ordering information, see section 8.2

NG3-12ib

FHF
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NV2.1-12iaE

NG2-..ia

4/1

Power supplies
The following power supplies are
approved:
Netzgerät / Kombination

ZM51
telemetry
station

Explosion
protection mode

Certification

up to two station units
supplied by
- one NG2-..ia mains power supply
or
- one NG3-12ib mains power supply
or
- a combination of one NG1-12ib mains
power supply and one NV2.1-12iaE
emergency power supply

SYST
EEx ia I

Certificate of
conformity
BVS 92.C.1059 X
+supplements 1/2/3

Mains

or

SYST
EEx ib I

Mains

Mains

4/2
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Cables and lines

ZM51 station with F10 / FGW11E

ZM51 telemetry station
Station unit

ZM51 modules
NG2-12ia
or
NG2-12ib

Station unit

ZM51 modules

up to 100 m
up to 1.5 mm2

ZM51 telemetry station
Station unit

ZM51 modules

Station unit

ZM51 modules

up to 3 m
up to 1.5 mm2

up to 100 m
up to 1.5 mm2

FHF
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5.1 General
The ZM51 system can be addressed
in a variety of ways:
 hardware addressing by setting
the module address switches (CPU
address component and I/O
address component) manually
 software addressing using
programming software:
- in the HHT program by
modifying the transmit/
receive addresses
- in the PLC program using
remote data transmission
addresses

ZM51 addressing
Type

Means

Method

Hardware

Module
address switches

Manual setting

Software

HHT
program

Modifying the
transmit/receive
addresses

8

PLC
program

Using remote data
transmission instructions

32 addresses for inputs
8 addresses for outputs

Software

Addresses per station

8

The addressing type used depends
on how the ZM51 system operates, for
example:





Point-to-point traffic
Point-to-multipoint traffic
Automation
Data routing

etc.

5/2
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5.2 Hardware addressing using module address switches
Hardware addressing by setting the
module address systems is used
when the ZM51 system is running
point-to-point traffic.
In point-to-point traffic the process
signals received by an input module

in one ZM51 station are passed via
the corresponding output module to
another station.
The advantage of this simple form of
operation is that it is very easy to set
the necessary addresses manually

using the address switches on the
ZM51 modules.
No programming unit is needed.

Point-to-point traffic

ZM51 module address switches
The ZM51 modules have DIL switches
for setting addresses.
The CPU address component
(A7A6A5A4) is set on the Z51-ZM12
central module and the I/O address
component (A3A2A1) is set on the
input/output modules.
These two address components
together form ZM51 telegram
addresses.
The first bit in the address word (A0)
cannot be set using DIL switches.
The complete address word A0 ... A7
gives a maximum of 256 (0 .. 255)
possible addresses.
The following table shows the
allocation of CPU and I/O module
address components (DIP switches)
to the telegram addresses (addresses
on the ZM51 field bus).

FHF
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I/O module

CPU address component

I/O module address component

5/3

5.2 Hardware-addressing
Hardware-Adressierung using
mit Modul-Adreßschalter
5.2
module-switches
Allocation of CPU and I/O module address components (DIP switches) to the telegram addresses
CPU address component
dec.

I/O module address component
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

dig..

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

A7A6A5A4

A3A2A1

0

0 0 0 0

0
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

1

0 0 0 1

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28
29

30
31

2

0 0 1 0

32
33

34
35

36
37

38
39

40
41

42
43

44
45

46
47

3

0 0 1 1

48
49

50
51

52
53

54
55

56
57

58
59

60
61

62
63

4

0 1 0 0

64
65

66
67

68
69

70
71

72
73

74
75

76
77

78
79

5

0 1 0 1

80
81

82
83

84
85

86
87

88
89

90
91

92
93

94
95

6

0 1 1 0

96
97

98
99

100
101

102
103

104
105

106
107

108
109

110
111

7

0 1 1 1

112
113

114
115

116
117

118
119

120
121

122
123

124
125

126
127

8

1 0 0 0

128
129

130
131

132
133

134
135

136
137

138
139

140
141

142
143

9

1 0 0 1

144
145

146
147

148
149

150
151

152
153

154
155

156
157

158
159

10(A)

1 0 1 0

160
161

162
163

164
165

166
167

168
169

170
171

172
173

174
175

11(B)

1 0 1 1

176
177

178
179

180
181

182
183

184
185

186
187

188
189

190
191

12(C)

1 1 0 0

192
193

194
195

196
197

198
199

200
201

202
203

204
205

206
207

13(D)

1 1 0 1

208
209

210
211

212
213

214
215

216
217

218
219

220
221

222
223

14(E)

1 1 1 0

224
225

226
227

228
229

230
231

232
233

234
235

236
237

238
239

15(F)

1 1 1 1

240
241

242
243

244
245

246
247

248
249

250
251

252
253

254
255
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5.2 Hardware addressing using module address switches
Corresponding addresses
All ZM51 stations which send
messages or telegrams on the field
bus identify them using the source
address:
station CPU and input module.
Field bus telegrams do not have
destination addresses.

Example:
The 8 binary signals received by
digital input module DE88 in station 1
are to be output by the digital output
module DA86 in station 2.

As all the stations constantly monitor
all the telegrams, if the receiving CPU
and output module address
correspond, they can accept,
evaluate and output the contents of
the telegram, that is the process
signal from an input module.

The corresponding address setting is
achieved by setting the DIL switches
on all the stations:
1. for source addressing on CPU and
input modules
2. for output addressing on CPU and
output modules.

The addresses of both stations 1 and
2 must be set to correspond, that is
the CPU (Z51-ZM12) and the I/O
modules must have the same address
settings.

The example above shows that both
stations have the address B2.

=P ILHOGEXV
$GGUHVVZRUGLQWHOHJUDP

$

$GGUHVVZRUGLQFRQILUPDWLRQWHOHJUDP

$

$

&38DGGUHVV

,QSXW

FRP SRQHQW

DGGUHVV

%

FRPSRQHQW





2XWSXW
DGGUHVV

&38

&38DGGUHVV
FRPSRQHQW

FRPSRQHQW %


6WDWLRQ

0RGHP

$







6WDWLRQ

0RGHP

'LJLWDO

&38

'LJLWDO
RXWSXW

LQSXW
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$GGU
$GGU
$ $ $ $

$ $ $









&38DGGUHVV

,QSXWPRGXOHDGGUHVV

FRPSRQHQWO

FRPSRQHQW

VHWWR

VHWWR

´%
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Warning:
Read the label on the
module housing before
setting the DIL switches

$GGU



$GGU



$ $ $ $

$ $ $

&38DGGUHVV

2XWSXWP RGXOHDGGUHVV

FRPSRQHQWO

FRP SRQHQW

VHWWR

VHWWR

´%

´
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5.2 Hardware addressing using module address switches
Correspondence rules
Point-to-point traffic between the
corresponding input and output
modules means that the same
addresses must be set for the
transmission point (CPU and input
module) and the receiving point (CPU
and output module).
The following table shows the
correspondence pairings between
the different ZM51 I/O modules:

Standard correspondence pairings with no I/O loss
Type of
signal

Input
module

Output
module

Number of
addresses

Number of
signals

binary

DE4.

DA4.

1

4

DE8.

DA8.

1

8

2

4+4

analogue

DE4.

DA4.

2

4+4

AE2..

AA2..

1

2

Correspondence pairings not shown
in the table are also possible, but
these result in signal loss or in the
inputs and outputs not being fully
utilised.
Example of non-standard pairings:
 Input DE4. with output DA8.:
The outputs 5 to 8 on the module
DA8. cannot be used.
 Input DE8. with output DA4.:
The input signals 5 to 8 cannot be
output by the output module DA4 and
are lost.

5/6

Basic rules
A maximum of 8 I/O module
addresses can be used for each
ZM51 station (for each ZM12).
This means a maximum of 8 I/O
modules per station when the
individual address modules DE., DA.,
AE.., AA.. are used.

FHF
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5.2 Hardware addressing using module address switches
Examples:
Example 1: 2 stations / simplex (1 direction)

Example 2: 2 stations / duplex (2 directions)

Example 3: 3 stations / duplex (2 directions)

Example 4: 4 stations

FHF
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5.2 Hardware addressing using module address switches
Examples:
Example 5:

Addresses A0 to A7 are all allocated.
No further I/O modules can be used in this
station

5/8
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5.3 Software addressing using the HHT program
Software addressing with the HHT
program is used for point-tomultipoint traffic.

In this type of traffic process signals
received by one input module can be
output by several output modules on

different stations. The addresses must
be modified on each station using the
software method.

Point-to-multipoint traffic

Setting the software addresses with
the HHT program is done using the
ZM51 PC monitor. The steps are as
follows:
1.)

FHF

START (starts the program)

Funke+Huster  Fernsig

After the program has been started using the START command, the following
menu appears:

5/9

5.3 Software addressing using the HHT program
2.)

ZM51 HHT

After starting the ZM51 HHT program, the ZM50 PC monitor main menu
appears:

3.)

Configure I/O modules

Transmit and receive addresses can be modified using the menu item
Configure I/O modules. Once the modified addresses have been saved, these
addresses will be used, regardless of the settings of the DIP switches on the I/O
modules.

5/10
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5.4 Software addressing using the PLC program
I/O addresses can be allocated in the
PLC program (instruction list) using
DFUE instructions (dot command:
.DFUE). This means that the input and
output information from these
addresses can be processed by the
PLC.
Addresses which the PLC can access
using .DFUE commands are those
which are not available in the station
itself.
Modules or module addresses which
are physically present in the station
cannot be allocated using .DFUE
commands.
For each station
 a maximum of 8 addresses for
outputs
 a maximum of 32 addresses for
inputs
can be allocated.

The .DFUE command does not play
any part in the execution of the PLC
program. It simply supplies the
operating system with additional
module information. The PLC cannot
directly access the I/O memory or the
remote data transmission (DFUE)
system memory. It can only access
the I/O processing and remote bus
(DCE) systems.
During the compilation process the
PLC compiler creates a parameter
field with the following module
information:
 Input, Output, Digital, Analogue
 Hardware address (local)
 Software address (data supplied by
remote data transmission)
The module type determines the data
format and flow direction within the
PLC memory.
Type
ED local digital input
AD local digital output
EA local analogue input
AA local analogue output
.DFUE ED
external digital input
.DFUE AD
external digital output
.DFUE EA
external analogue input
.DFUE AA
external analogue output

I/O processing
PLC
I/O processing
PLC

Direction
> PLC
> I/O processing
> PLC
> I/O processing

I/O processing > PLC
PLC

> I/O processing

I/O processing > PLC
PLC

> I/O processing

If the module address of a local module is incorrectly allocated using a .DFUE
command in the PLC program, the operating system will read data from the
remote bus in the case of input modules and pass data to the remote bus in the
case of output modules. Data from the local hardware will not be processed in
the PLC.

FHF
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5.4 Software addressing using the PLC program
In a Z51-ZM12 central module with a
standard operating system, every
local module is automatically
allocated a remote bus address:
The PLC program does not take the

.ZM50
.DFUE ED16
U ED16.1
= AD18.1

Z51ZM12

ED

AD

HA: 16 HA: 18

END

data set from the local module ED16.
It expects to receive data from the
remote bus via main address 16.

5/12
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ZM51 User information
The components of the ZM51 system are Group I firedamp-protected units. Before assembly and
operation of the ZM51 system, please read the following instructions carefully:
General
 The units must only be connected to and operated at the specified voltage. Polarity
information must be taken into account.
 When the units are being operated in a commercial environment, the relevant health and
safety regulations relating to electrical equipment must be adhered to.
 The units must only be used in the specified operating conditions. Adverse operating
conditions can result in damage to the units and therefore lead to a possible risk to the life
of the user. Adverse operating conditions include:
 damp, dust (please note the protection mode)
 flammable gases, steam, solvents which are not covered by the explosion protection
mode.
 ambient temperatures which are too high (> 55°C)
 ambient temperatures which are too low (< -20°C)
 The ambient temperature must not exceed or fall below the specified temperature ranges
for the units during operation.
 Check that the system components have been assembled and wired correctly in
accordance with the system configuration.
 Check that the address switches on the ZM51 modules inside the system have been set
correctly (Warning: Addresses must not be duplicated.)
 The ZM51 module connectors (e.g. between the modem and the central module, between
the individual I/O modules and the central module etc.) must be correctly connected.
 Do not connect or disconnect module connectors with the power connected.
 Do not replace modules with the power connected.
 Ensure that there are no loose and/or bare components inside the ZM51 station housing
which could conduct electricity.

FHF
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ZM51 User information
Information concerning explosion protection
 The units are designed for use within firedamp-endangered areas of mines.
 The connection of operating components within firedamp-endangered areas must be carried out
in accordance with the system configuration specified in the corresponding inspection
certificate.
 The assembly of the ZM51 process data transmission and automation system and the individual
stations or station units within firedamp-endangered areas must be carried out in accordance
with the system configurations specified in the corresponding inspection certificates.
 Check that the system components have been assembled and wired correctly in accordance
with the system configuration.
 The operating units must be connected and installed by experienced personnel in accordance
with the specified explosion protection mode and the installation regulations. The conditions for
safe use specified in the inspection certificate must be taken into account.
 Repair work must only be carried out by an employee of the manufacturer, or by a person
authorised by the manufacturer. A routine test must be carried out on the unit.


Only the insertion components for cables and lines specified and authorised by
the manufacturer must be used.

 Only the cables and lines specified in the certificate of conformity for the system must be used.
 If there is a possibility of firedamp, the connections between the outputs on the analogue
output modules and other units/systems must be separately checked and certified.
If the points above are not adhered to, explosion protection cannot be guaranteed. In this
case, the units pose a threat to the life of the user and can cause a potentially explosive
atmosphere to ignite.

Seite 6/2
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ZM51 User information
EMC information
 ZM51 station units are generally installed in closed sheet steel housings (Z51-iST..). If, in areas
not endangered by firedamp, ZM51 stations are installed in open control cabinets or distributor
systems, care must be taken to ensure that the level of EMC protection is sufficient (equivalent
to the EMC conditions in a closed sheet steel housing).
Warning:
Do not install any unquenched relays/contactors close to the ZM51 station units.
Do not install fluorescent tubes with mechanical starters in the vicinity of the ZM51 station units.
 The lid and lower part of the ZM51 station housing must have an electrical conductive connection
with one another. The connections between the lid and the lower part of the housing must not be
removed and/or damaged.
 Unused cable inlets in the ZM51 station housing must be blocked with nickel-plated brass plugs.
 ZM51 modems must be connected to the long-distance line via F11 long-distance line filters.
 As the analogue outputs do not have internal isolation, they must have a converter or F3 line filter
for each measured data output. The shielded I/O line is connected to the output of the converter
or the filter.
 The lid of the housing of the mains power supply NG3-..ib must always be correctly closed.
 The unused Pg16 hole in the connection area of the mains power supply NG3-..ib must be
blocked with a nickel-plated brass plug.
 The 12 V supply cable between the mains power supply and the ZM51 system must be
armoured or shielded. The armoured sheath must have an electrical conductive connection with
the ZM51 station housing within the housing itself.
 The incoming 12 V supply conductors must be connected to an F10 input filter inside the station.
The station power supply is taken from the output of the filter.
 I/O lines to the actuators and sensors must be armoured or shielded. The armoured or shielded
sheath must have an electrical conductive connection with the ZM51 station housing within the
housing itself.


FHF

Unshielded long-distance lines can be used for data transmission. These should be connected
to the F11 long-distance line filter.
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6 User
Information

ZM51 User information
Specielles to Z51-ZM12
 When the ZM51 central module (Z51-ZM12) is exchanged, replaced or used for the first
time, it must be checked to ensure that it has the correct version of the ZM51 operating
system.
To find out which version of the operating system is installed, use one of the following methods:
1. There is a printed label on the back of the ZM51 central module which specifies the version of
the operating system installed when the module was supplied.
Example of label

Explanation

FUNKE + HUSTER
4070 A 1001

>

Manufacturing information
4070 A1001

0140 0111 0102
>

Operating system
0140

I/O software

PLC software

0111

0102

v
0 = ZM51 operating system
01.** = standard procedure
02.** = polling procedure
1 = WL operating system

2. The version of the operating system currently installed can be displayed using a terminal
program on a terminal connected via the HHT (hand-held terminal) port.
The port is on the top of the ZM51 central module and can be accessed without opening the
ZM51s housing.
Note:
The ZM51 module housing may only be opened by an employee or representative of the
manufacturer, or by trained service personnel, taking into account the applicable safety
regulations.
3.

On the internal, non-volatile program memory chip (EPROM/OTP) where the operating
system is stored, there is a printed label which specifies the version of the operating system
in the program memory chip.

Example of label
ZM12
V01.40
dd.mm.yy
CHKSUM

Explanation
Component name
Version number
Date
EPROM/OTP checksum

In order to check the label on the program memory, the ZM51 central module housing must be
opened. (For instructions see the text which follows).
Seite 6/4
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ZM51 User information
 If the ZM51 central module does not have the required version of the operating system,
the existing version must be replaced with the correct version. The label on the ZM51
central module must be updated accordingly.
To change the operating system, follow these instructions:
 Prepare or order a program memory chip with the correct version of the operating system and
label it correctly.
 Switch off the power supply to the ZM51 central module and remove it from the station.
 Remove the 4 housing fixing screws from the back of the housing and store them in a safe
place.
Note:
1 of the housing fixing screws is covered by the units test seal. You must puncture the seal
with a screwdriver before you can remove the screw.
 Remove the lower part of the housing.
 Hold the motherboard and lift the upper part of the housing up and to the left. (When you look
at the upper part of the housing, the Power LED is in the top left-hand corner.)
 Remove the top fixing screw (next to the lithium battery) from the small additional board.
 Fold the additional board forward.
 Remove the protective clip from the program memory chip and store it in a safe place.
 Using a suitable tool, remove the program memory chip from its holder (note its original
position carefully)
 Insert the program memory chip with the correct version of the operating system.
Warning:
Ensure that the chip is inserted in the correct position. Pin 1 on the chip must correspond with
pin 1 on the holder.
 Replace the protective clip which holds the chip in place.
 Fix the additional board down using the plastic screw.
 Fold back the upper part of the housing, put the lower part of the housing back on and replace
the 4 housing fixing screws.
 Install the ZM51 central module in the station and connect it correctly.
 Before switching on the power supply, set the Reset all switch on the ZM51 central module
to 0.
 Switch on the power supply.
 Set the Reset all switch on the ZM51 central module back to 1 and carry out functional
checks.
The process of exchanging the operating system is now completed.

 Before exchanging, replacing or using a ZM51 central module for the first time, the power supply

to the station must be switched off. It should only be switched on again after all lines and cables
have been connected correctly. After the operating system has been changed successfully, the
Reset all switch on the ZM51 central module must be set to 0, before switching on the power
supply. After the power supply has been switched on, the Reset all switch on the ZM51 central
module must be set back to 1.

FHF
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ZM51 User information

 A memory chip with a lithium battery is used to store internal operating parameters, which must
not be lost when the power supply to the ZM51 central module is switched off. The lithium battery
has an open-circuit voltage of 3 VDC and a service life of approximately 10 years (when not
under load). The battery cannot be recharged. A discharge lithium battery must only be replaced
by an employee of the manufacturer, or by a person authorised by the manufacturer. A routine
test must be carried out on the unit.
Disposal of the battery:
After use of the ZM51 central module, the inbuilt lithium battery must be disposed of according to
the relevant regulations.
 Care must be taken that the housings are not damaged.
 When the units and components are being transported, stored or not being used, they
must be protected from damage and dirt.
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7.1 Low frequency coupler iKNF5

Ordering information
Identification
Low frequency coupler 19" slide-in unit
Rack for 16 x iKNF5

Explosion
protection
mode

Type

Part no.

[EEx ia] I

iKNF5

128 805 21

7670U1

118 805 05

iKNF5

 Low frequency
transmission from
intrinsically safe to nonintrinsically safe circuits
and vice versa.
 Transmission range
0.3 ... 100 kHz
 Used for DC-free
transmission of
- Low frequency telemetry
signals in telemetry and
automation systems
(ZM51)
- Speech in intercom
systems
7670U1 Rack

 7670U1 19-inch slide-in
rack

"non i"

"i"

FHF
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7.1 Low frequency coupler iKNF5

Structure
The coupler consists of a 100 x 112.5
mm printed circuit board, which
contains all the electrical
components. On each side of the
circuit board are clearly labelled
connectors for the external power
circuits (a Faston connector for
connector sockets on the intrinsically
safe side and angled studs for
installation in protective housings and
cabinets on the non-intrinsically safe
side).

Function
Example
Two identical circuit components in
the iKNF5 coupler are responsible for
the transmission of the low frequency
voltages (frequency range 0.3 to 100
"Non i"
kHz) between the intrinsically safe
and the non-intrinsically safe circuit
7670U1 rack
and vice versa. A transformer in each
circuit component ensures that the
intrinsically safe and the non"i"
intrinsically safe sides are galvanically
isolated from one another.
Series resistors which each have a
above ground
fuse and a current-limiting capacitor
below ground
on the non-intrinsically safe side,
together with voltage-limiting Zener
diodes, decoupling capacitors and
"Blue" telephone line
series resistors on the intrinsically safe
side ensure that the voltages and
currents on the intrinsically safe side
Zm51 station
are limited.
iKNF5

Application
The iKNF5 coupler is used to connect
intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically
safe power circuits. The coupler is
used as an additional operating
component in areas not endangered
by firedamp. It is enclosed in a
protective housing or a cabinet (e.g.
19" rack), which provides IP20
protection according to IEC144
against water and foreign bodies. The
explosion protection mode of the
coupler is [EExia] I.

Z51-iST3..

iKNF5 block diagram
[EEx ia] I

non-intrinsically
safe low
frequency
power circuit

Seite 7/4

intrinsically
safe low
frequency
power circuit
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7.1 Low frequency coupler iKNF5

Rack 7670U1
The rack is a 19-inch rack for standard
control cabinets. It is 3HE (132.5 mm)
high. In the cabinet 4HE of space is
needed, as all the cables on the front
(intrinsically safe side) are fed through
a cable conduit.
The rack is 132.5 mm deep and has a
printed circuit board with connector
sockets on the back. These take the
Faston connectors from the nonintrinsically safe side when the
coupler components are connected.
As the distances are different, it is not
possible to mistake the nonintrinsically safe side for the
intrinsically safe one. The connectors
on the back of the circuit board have
soldering lugs.

Cable conduit
for non i cables

Cable conduit
for i cables

Technical data
Low frequency coupler

iKNF5

Non-intrinsically safe low frequency power circuit
- Connections
- Voltage
- Current
- Maximum voltage

1a1 / 1b1 or 2a1 / 2b1
max. 4 Veff (0.3 ... 100 kHz)
max. 6.7 mA (at 600 W)
UM = 250 Veff / 50 Hz for safe galvanic isolation

Intrinsically safe low frequency power circuit
- Connections
- Voltage
- Current
- Limit**

1a2 / 1b2 or 2a2 / 2b2
max. 4 V (0.3 ... 100 kHz)
max. 6.7 mA (at 600 W)
approx. 13.4 VSS

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +40 °C

Inspection and certification
in accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

[EEx ia] I
89.B.1042U

Operating conditions
Dimensions

outside firedamp-endangered operating environments
100 x 112.5 mm

Weight

0.22 kg

FHF
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7.2 Low frequency coupler iKNF5
Ordering information
Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Low frequency coupler in a housing EEx m [ia] I

KNF5

128 805 40

Identification

KNF5

 Low frequency transmission between
intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically safe
circuits.
 Transmission range
0.3 ... 100 kHz
 Used for DC-free transmission of
- Low frequency telemetry signals in
telemetry and automation systems (ZM51)
- Speech in intercom systems

Application
The KNF5 coupler is used to connect
intrinsically safe and non-intrinsically
safe power circuits. The coupler is
used as an additional operating
component in areas endangered by
firedamp.
Structure
All the components of the coupler are
enclosed in a cast iron housing and
coated in casting resin. On the front of
the housing at the top is a Pg29
threaded stem which allows the
coupler to be screwed into a
protective housing of the type

FHF
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increased safety. A plastic sheathed
line comes out of the stem for the
connection of the non-intrinsically safe
power circuit.
On the other side there is a cable inlet
for an intrinsically safe circuit line with
a diameter of 13 to 15 mm. The insert
ensures that the line is not pulled,
kinked or twisted.
The terminals for the intrinsically safe
power circuit are inside the housing,
and stick up out of the casting resin.
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7.2 Low frequency coupler iKNF5

Function
Using the KNF5 coupler, low
frequency voltages (frequency range
0.3 to 100 kHz) can be transmitted
between an intrinsically safe and a
non-intrinsically safe circuit and vice
versa.
A transformer ensures that the
intrinsically safe and the nonintrinsically safe sides are galvanically
isolated from one another.
Series resistors which have a currentlimiting capacitor and a fuse on the
non-intrinsically safe side, together
with voltage-limiting Zener diodes,
decoupling capacitors and series
resistors on the intrinsically safe side
ensure that the voltages and currents
on the intrinsically safe side are
limited.

Example

above ground
belove ground

"Grey" telephone line

Electrical
connection
box
e
KNF5
i
Zm51 station
Z51-iST3..

"Blue" telephone line

KNF5 block diagram
EEx m [ia] I

non-intrinsically
safe low
frequency
power circuit
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7.2 Low frequency coupler iKNF5

KNF5 dimension drawing

screw dimensions
without lid
with lid
metal Pg16 cable inlet

Pg16 plug

Technical data
Low frequency coupler

KNF5

Non-intrinsically safe low frequency power circuit
- Connections
- Voltage
- Current
- Maximum voltage

Connection line 1 + 2
max. 4 Veff (0.3 ... 100 kHz)
max. 6.7 mA (at 600 W)
UM = 250 Veff / 50 Hz for safe galvanic isolation

Intrinsically safe low frequency power circuit
- Connections
- Voltage
- Current
- Limit

Terminals 1 + 2
max. 4 V (0.3 ... 100 kHz)
max. 6.7 mA (at 600 W)
approx. 13.4 VSS

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +40 °C
-25 to +40 °C

Inspection and certification in accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS no.

EEx m [ia] I
93.C.1008

Operating conditions
environments

preferably within firedamp-endangered operating

Dimensions

see dimension drawing

Weight

approx. 4.5 kg
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7.3 Terminator 3EG9

Ordering information
Identification
Terminator
3EG9

The 3EG9 terminator is a transistor
terminator component for the
connection of single contacts for line
monitoring in intrinsically safe power
circuits.
If sender contacts in intrinsically safe
input power circuits in intrinsically
safe control and automation systems
are connected with a 3EG9
terminator, the input circuit can be
monitored for breaks or contact
between the lines as well as the
contact setting of the sender being
indicated.
It is possible to connect the 3EG9
terminator directly to the Z51-DE88
digital input as a replacement for a
potential-free changeover contact
with a double diode.

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

EEx ia I

3EG9

338 003 11

The 3EG9 terminator consists of a
transistor circuit on a small circuit
board in a PVC container filled with
sealing compound. A 4-core cable
which comes out of the sealing
compound is the connection to the
sender contact and the intrinsically
safe input power circuit.
A type label with all the necessary
information is permanently fixed to the
outside of the PVC container.
The small size and complete isolation
of the terminator mean that it can be
incorporated into sender devices
without any structural alteration being
required.

3EG9 Block diagram
EEx ia I

(ye)

(br)

(wh)

FHF Funke+Huster  Fernsig
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7.3 Terminator 3EG9
3EG9 dimension drawing

3EG9 connection diagram

wh
Flexible control cable

br

3EG9

gn

ye

Sealing compound
Circuit board

Logical functions

PVC container

LA1

LA4

neg. / 0
neg. / 0
pos.
pos.

pos.
pos.
neg. / 0
neg. / 0

LA2/LA3
contact closed
contact open
contact closed
contact open

Function
L
0
0
L

Technical data
Terminator

3EG9

Voltage

max. 15 VUC (cable cores LA1 / LA4)

Current

up to 20 mA

Sender contacts

Cable cores LA2 / LA3

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to +50 °C
-30 to +70 °C

Inspection and certification in
accordance with EN...
- Explosion protection mode
- BVS

EEx ia I
Statement of agreement dated 16/02/1992

Operating conditions

within or outside firedamp-endangered operating environments

Dimensions

see dimension drawing

Weight

approx. 0.03 kg (with cable)
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7.4 Level converter 8004A90
8004A90

Ordering information
Identification

Explosion
protection mode

Type

Part no.

Level converter

-----

8004A90

150 603 01

The 8004A90 level converter is a
ZM50/51 connection component for
connecting the ZM50/51 CPU
interfaces with external devices
(terminal or PC).
For example:
 Z5-ZM12/Z51-ZM12 with HHT
(handheld terminal)
 Z5-ZM12/Z51-ZM12 with PC (COM1)
(PC monitor program)
 Z51K-2112/2113 with PC (COM1)
(Z51K terminal program)
The connection to the CPUs is a 5-pin
subminiature angled line connector.
The electronics (level converter: TTL/
RS232) are in a 25-pin D-Sub
connector casing.
The interface cable Cable 2 is
required for a connection to a PC
(COM1) (Interface cable, page 7/15).

8004A90 Block/Connection diagram

25-pin D-Sub connector casing
5-pin subminiature angled connector

FHF Funke+Huster  Fernsig
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7.4 Level converter 8004A90

Technical data
Level converter

8004A90

Level conversion

TTL / RS232 with MAX 238
The electronics are in a 25-pin D-Sub connector casing.

Connections

5-pin subminiature angled line connector
for connection to CPUs (ZM12 / Z51K-2112/13)
25-pin D-Sub connector
to connect the interface cable to the PC (COM1)

Length of cable

approx. 1.5 m between 5-pin subminiature angled line connector
and 25-pin D-Sub connector

Temperature range
- Operation
- Storage

-20 to + 40°C
-25 to + 70°C

Operating conditions

not within firedamp-endangered operating environments

Weight

approx. 0.06 kg

Seite 7/14
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Interface cable
The interface cable is used to connect
the 8004A90 level converter and the
PC (COM1).
The RS232 interface of the level
converter and the PCs COM1 port
are connected electrically with one
another.
The CPU (ZM12/Z51K2112/13) is
connected with a PC (COM1) via the
subminiature angled line connector
and the level converter (TTL/RS232)
so that the PCs monitor program can
be used.
Interface cable connection diagram

8004A90 level converter

Cabel 2

PC COM1

CPU
(ZM12/Z51K..)

Interface cable block diagram
25-pin D-Sub socket
9-pin D-Sub-socket

RxD
8004A90

TxD
SG

2

wh

wh

3

br

br

7

gn

gn
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RxD
TxD

PC COM1

SG
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8.1 ZM51-Module
Part no.

Type

Identification

150 071 21

Z51-MD11

150 071 41

certified
intrinsically safe

Certification

Weight

FSK modem 1.2/2.4 kHz 1.2 kBd

yes

BVS 88.1061 X

approx. 0.126 kg

2.2

Z51-MD31

FSK modem 6.4/9.6 kHz 4.8 kBd

yes

BVS 94.C.1124 U approx. 0.126 kg

2.2

150 072 30

Z51-MD511

FSK modem 25.6/38.4 kHz 19.2 kBd

yes

BVS 88.1061 X

approx. 0.126 kg

2.2

150 110 22

Z51-ZM12

Central module

yes

BVS 88.1061 X

approx. 0.126 kg

2.1

150 200 05

Z51-DE85

Digital input 8-fold optocoupler 12/24 V

no

approx. 0.126 kg

2.3

150 200 27

Z51-DE87

Digital input 8-fold optocoupler 5 V

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U approx. 0.126 kg

2.3

150 200 28

Z51-DE88

Digital input 8-fold line fault protected

yes

BVS97.D.1067 U

approx. 0.126 kg

2.3

150 205 21

Z51-DE41

Digital input 4-fold line fault protected

yes

BVS 88.1061X

approx. 0.1

kg

2.3

150 205 24

Z51-DE44

Digital input 4-fold NAMUR

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U approx. 0.126 kg

2.3

150 211 21

Z51-DA41

Digital output 4-fold optocoupler 28 V/0.2 A yes

BVS 88.1061X

approx. 0.11 kg

2.4

150 212 01

Z51-DA42

Digital output 4-fold relay change. 60 V/3 A

no

approx. 0.13 kg

2.4

150 213 31

Z51-DA44

Digital output 4-fold relay 28 V/0.25 A

yes

BVS 93.C.1167 U approx. 0.13 kg

2.4

150 214 01

Z51-DA83

Digital output 8-fold relay 60 V/3 A

no

approx. 0.15 kg

2.4

150 215 01

Z51-DA84

Digital output 8-fold optocoupler 60 V/0.2 A no

approx. 0.11 kg

2.4

150 215 21

Z51-DA85

Digital output 8-fold optocoupler 5 V/0.2 A

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U approx. 0.11 kg

2.4

150 216 21

Z51-DA86

Digital output 8-fold optocoupler 28 V/0.2 A yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U approx. 0.11 kg

2.4

150 400 25

Z51-AE25

Analogue input 2-fold 0 ... 20 mA

yes

BVS 88.1061 X

approx. 0.14 kg

2.5

150 400 29

Z51-AE29

Analogue input 2-fold 4 ... 20 mA

yes

BVS 88.1061 X

approx. 0.14 kg

2.5

150 401 29

Z51-AE219

Analogue input 2-fold 0.4 ... 2 V

yes

BVS 88.1061 X

approx. 0.14 kg

2.5

150 402 23

Z51-AE241

Analogue input 2-fold 5 ... 15 Hz

yes

BVS 93.C.1167 U approx. 0.11 kg

2.5

150 403 21

Z51-AE231

Analogue input 2-fold 0 ... 100 °C

yes

BVS 88.1061 X

approx. 0.14 kg

2.5

150 410 05

Z51-AA25

Analogue output 2-fold 0 ... 20 mA

no

approx. 0.11 kg

2.6

150 411 22

Z51-AA212

Analogue output 2-fold 0 ... 1 V

yes

approx. 0.11 kg

2.6

150 500 01

HMA-..S05

Mains power supply (230 VAC)

no

approx. 0.4 kg

2.9

150 501 01

HMG..24S05

DC converter (24 VDC)

no

approx. 0.4 kg

2.9

150 502 22

Z51-FGW11E

DC converter (6...24 VDC)

yes

BVS 96.D.1039 U

approx. 0.1 kg

2.10

150 600 21

Z51-SKA11

Active star coupler

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U

approx. 0.11 kg

2.11

150 601 21

Z51-SM11

Interface module TTL/RS232

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U

approx. 0.1 kg

2.8
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8.1 ZM51 modules
Part no.

Type

Identification

150 602 21

Z51-SM21

Interface module TTL/TTY

150 606 21

Z51-SM61

150 604 21

certified

Certification

Weight

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U

approx. 0.1 kg

2.8

Interface module U/I or U/U converter

yes

BVS93.C.1017U

approx. 0.11 kg

2.8

Z51-DM11

Diagnostics module

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U

approx. 0.11 kg

2.7

150 605 22

Z51-AM12

Display module

yes

BVS 89.B.1089 U

approx. 0.4 kg

2.14

50 783 11

F10

Power supply circuit (12 VDC) EMC filter

yes

BVS 96.D.1039 U

approx. 0.24 kg

2.15

150 783 12

F11

Long distance line EMC filter

yes

BVS 96.D.1039 U

approx. 0.068 kg

2.16

150 800 55

Z51K-2112

Compact automation unit

yes

BVS 91.C.1180 U

approx. 0.5 kg

2.13

150 800 56

Z51K-2113

Compact automation unit

yes

BVS 97.D.1002 U

approx. 0.5 kg

2.13

150 790 01

8000A91

Module connector for ZM12 + 1 x I/O module

2.12

150 790 02

8000A92

Module connector for ZM12 + 2 x I/O modules

2.12

150 790 ..

8000A..

Module connector for ZM12 + .. x I/O modules

2.12

150 790 08

8000A98

Module connector for ZM12 + 8 x I/O modules

2.12

150 790 09

8000A99

Module connector for ZM12 + 8 x I/O modules + 1 x DM11

2.12

150 790 18

8000A52

Module connector for active star coupler

2.12

150 790 21

8000A80

Module connector for ZM12 + modem etc.

2.12

150 730 01

Z51-iST31

Housing for 54 modules 700 x 700 x 210

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 48 kg empty

3

150 730 11

Z51-iST32

Housing for 36 modules 700 x 500 x 210

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 37 kg empty

3

150 730 21

Z51-iST33

Housing for 34 modules 700 x 315 x 210

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 26 kg empty

3

150 730 31

Z51-iST34

Housing for 16 modules 500 x 315 x 210

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 19 kg empty

3

150 730 41

Z51-iST35

Housing for 5 modules 315 x 248 x 210

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 11 kg empty

3

150 731 01

Z51-iST311

Housing for 48 modules 700 x 700 x 120

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 43kg empty

3

150 731 11

Z51-iST321

Housing for 36 modules 700 x 500 x 120

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 32kg empty

3

150 731 21

Z51-iST331

Housing for 24 modules 700 x 315 x 120

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 21kg empty

3

150 731 31

Z51-iST341

Housing for 16 modules 500 x 315 x 120

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 16kg empty

3

150 731 41

Z51-iST351

Housing for 5 modules 315 x 248 x 120

yes

BVS 91.C.1201

approx. 9 kg empty

3
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8.2 Power supplies/accessories
Part no.

Type

Identification

Certification

Weight

371 008 21

NG3-12ib

Mains power supply Input: 42 VAC / 50 Hz

91.C.1168

approx. 6.8 kg

4

371 008 22

NG3-12ib

Mains power supply Input: 220 VAC / 50 Hz

91.C.1168

approx. 6.8 kg

4

371 008 26

NG3-12ib

Mains power supply Input: 127 VAC / 50 Hz

91.C.1168

approx. 6.8 kg

4

371 005 21

NG2-12ia

Mains power supply Input: 42 VAC / 50 Hz

87.1106X

approx. 39 kg

4

371 005 22

NG2-12ia

Mains power supply Input: 220 VAC / 50 Hz

87.1106X

approx. 39 kg

4

371 005 26

NG2-12ia

Mains power supply Input: 127 VAC / 50 Hz

87.1106X

approx. 39 kg

4

372 100 03

NV2.1-12iaE Emergency power supply

90.B.1105X+N2

approx. 17 kg

4

128 805 21

iKNF5

Low freq. coupler 19" slide-in max. 100 kHz BVS 89.B.1042U

approx. 0.22 kg

7.1

128 805 40

KNF5

Low freq. coupler in housing max. 100 kHz

BVS 93.C.1008

approx. 4.5 kg

7.2

338 003 11

3EG9

Terminator

Agree. statement approx. 0.03 kg

7.3

150 603 01

8004A90

Level converter

approx. 0.06 kg

7.4
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Tel. +49 (0) 2051 270-0
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